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ABSTRACT

Polypeptides, linear macromolecules, are formed from amino acid residues by
linkage o f peptide bonds.

Proteins are polypeptides too, with more complex

conformations contributing to specific functionalities. Disulfide bonds are very important
to maintain the structure and functions o f proteins, which will form between two cysteine
(Cys) residues under oxidizing circumstance.
Cys

containing

polypeptides

are

designed

and

synthesized

by

F-moc

(9-Fluorenylmethyloxycarbonyl) chemistry. The number and position o f Cys residues can
be controlled by amino acid sequences design and following peptide synthesis, which is
important to gain insights on the nature o f polyelectrolyte multilayer film assembly and
stability.
Both commercial and designed polypeptides have been used to fabricate
multilayer nanofilms by Layer-by-layer self-assembly (LBL). The thickness, refractive
index, and surface morphology o f Cys containing polypeptide multilayer films can be
controlled by adjusting assembly pHs over a small range, because these are affected by
the deprotonation o f Cys side chains and rearrangement o f charge distributions. The
number o f Cys residues in the polypeptide chain can influence the number o f disulfide
bonds formed under an oxidizing environment, and furthermore affect the stability o f
multilayer films. The 2-D or 3-D disulfide crosslinkings can fortify the polypeptide
multilayer film stabilities.

iii
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Multilayer polypeptide films made from poly-L-lysine (PLL), poly-glutamic acid
(PLGA), and designed peptides have been used in methylene blue (MB) dye loading and
release. The amount o f MB loaded can be finely controlled by adjusting assembly pHs
and architecture o f polypeptide multilayers. The controlled release o f MB from nanofilms
could be influenced by various factors such as pH and salt concentrations o f the release
medium.
The side chains o f Cys residues can form mixed disulfides with drugs containing
thiol groups. The reversible disulfide bond can act as a switch for the redox-stimulated
drug loading and release. 5,5'-dithiobis-(2-nitrobenzoic acid) (DTNB) has been used as a
drug indicator to bind to Cys containing polypeptides covalently. Controlled release o f
2-nitro-5-thiobenzoate anions (TNB2') from labeled polypeptides has been tested both in
solution phase and solid phase— multilayer films. The new drug loading and release
mechanism, the change o f redox potential, provides a promising possibility for future
targeted drug delivery.
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CHAPTER ONE

INTRODUCTION

1.1

Protein Engineering

Protein, a complex biomacromolecule, consists o f amino acids joined by peptide
bonds. Together with carbohydrates (or polysaccharides), lipids, and nucleic acids,
peptides and proteins constitute one o f four basic classes o f biological macromolecules.
These extraordinary polyelectrolytes, alone or in aggregate form, serve as nanoscale
machines in the synthesis o f organic molecules, building blocks o f tissue, vehicles for gas
transport, and chemical effectors o f development and growth in living organisms.
Muscles, hairs, enzymes and hemoglobin, are composed o f proteins. Proteins are
essential to the structure and function o f all living cells and viruses.
The amino acids components in nature peptide chain follow specific sequence, for
which information is stored in the code o f a gene. A cell can use the genetic information
to construct corresponding proteins through processes o f transcription and translation.
Proteins play important roles on organism conformation and metabolism, but how
they can form such complex structures and have specific functions are not completely
understood yet. Protein engineering contains the application o f science, mathematics, and
economics to the process o f developing useful or valuable proteins. In current stage, the
main researches o f protein engineering focus on protein folding, protein recognition, and

1
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protein design principles. Computer-aided simulation is also an important tool to analyze
protein structure and functionalities.
Polypeptide design is the first stage o f protein design. Polypeptide chain, or the
amino acid sequence, can be synthesized through biological or chemical methods,
according to genetic information or de novo design. But some technique difficulties limit
the length and order o f the amino acid chain for the polypeptides synthesized by chemical
methods. For example, the coupling efficiency decreases with the increase o f chain length.
At the same time, it is very difficult to purify the polypeptides synthesized from biology
methods without disturbing or damaging their structures and biofunctions. The design o f
proteins is more complicated than polypeptides. Only certain amino acid sequences can
fold reliably to a native state o f protein. Currently, the protein folding process is not
completely understood.
Pioneering research about the application o f polypeptide design, especially the
Cys containing polypeptides, and the investigation on properties o f multilayer nanofilms,
have been done in this thesis work. Polypeptides with different amino acid sequences
have been designed and synthesized. Multilayer nanofilms have been fabricated from
these polypeptides, and the assembly properties, the nanofilm stability, application for
model drug loading, and release have been investigated in detail.
1.1.1 Protein Structure
Peptides or proteins are polymers o f amino acids. An amino acid is any molecule
which contains both amine and carboxylic acid functional groups. There are 20 essential
amino acids that the human body needs to take from food since they cannot be
synthesized from other compounds through chemical reactions. The 20 amino acids vary
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from each other by their distinct side chains, which are used to differentiate amino acids
into various categories, e.g., polar or nonpolar, hydrophobic or hydrophilic, acidic or
basic. The amino group o f one amino acid can react with the carboxyl group o f another
amino acid through dehydration synthesis. The resulting CO-NH bond is called a peptide
bond. The amino acids link one after another by peptide bonds, which forms the
backbone o f a polypeptide molecule (Figure 1-1 a). The rigidity and planarity o f a peptide
bond limit the degrees o f freedom o f the polypeptide backbone [1], This is crucial for the
secondary structure formation o f the protein molecules.
There are four secondary structures o f proteins, a-helix, /3-sheet (Figure 1-lb),
/3-tum, and random coil. The hydrogen bond is the main interaction to stabilize secondary
structures o f proteins. Tertiary structure is the full three dimensional folded structure o f
entirely one polypeptide chain, which determines the function and activity o f a protein
(Figure 1-lc). A protein in its native state is often described as folded, and is considered
denatured while it is not in its native state. If the tertiary structure gets disturbed, the
protein molecule is denatured and loses its activity. Quaternary structure is considered the
interconnections and organizations o f more than one polypeptide chains. For example,
hemoglobin is composed o f four subgroups: two a-globins and two /3-globins, with each
globin having one entire polypeptide chain (Figure 1-ld).
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Figure 1-1. Protein structure, (a) Primary structure, (b) Secondary structure. Left:
a-helix; right: /3-sheet, (c) Tertiary structure (hexokinase). (d) Quaternary structure
(hemoglobin) [2].

1.1.2 Protein Functionality
Proteins comprise 70 % o f the dry mass o f human body. Protein intakes need to
be broken down by digestion, and then to be adsorbed in the form o f smaller polypeptides.
Polypeptide can finally turn to be amino acids to be used to construct new protein in vivo.
Proteins are involved in almost every function performed by a cell. According to the wide
variety o f biological functions, proteins can be divided into different categories:
biological catalysts (e.g., enzymes), structural protein (e.g., tubulin), regulatory proteins
(e.g., cyclins), signaling molecules (e.g., hormons), and defensive proteins (e.g.,
antibodies). Life, as far as w e know, cannot exist without proteins.
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1.2

Polypeptide Multilayer Film

A polypeptide multilayer film is defined as a multilayer film made o f
polypeptides [3]. Polypeptide films are very useful in many areas o f biology, for instance,
surface modification, device fabrication. They have been used to change the biofunctions
and or surface specificities. They have many desirable applications because o f their
features o f biodegradability, biocompatibility, biosensibility, environmental benignity,
etc. The biofunctions and chemical properties o f polypeptide multilayer films can be
controlled in polypeptide synthesis, film assembly and post-fabrication treatment
processes. For example, Cys residues can be introduced into polypeptides chain by amino
acid sequence design and followed polypeptide synthesis; after film fabrication, disulfide
bonds can form between two Cys residues under oxidation circumstance, both intra- and
inter- layers; the disulfide crosslinking can increase the stability o f polypeptide multilayer
films. The physical properties o f polypeptide multilayer films, e.g., thickness, refractive
index, surface morphology, can be controlled by various methods [4-6]. LBL is a
convenient method to fabricate polypeptide multilayer films with thickness control over
nano-scale, which is a crucial technique o f this thesis work and will be stated in details in
Chapter Two.

1.3

Polypeptide Synthesis

In general, there are two ways to design polypeptide productions: biotic synthesis
and abiotic synthesis [3], Biotic synthesis uses host cells, for instance, E. Coli, to
synthesize polypeptides in vivo according to designed genetic coding. A specific gene can
be introduced in an expression vector in the host cell, and then a protein encoded by this
gene can be produced by cellular transcription and translation. Biotic synthesis can
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produce a high yield o f polypeptides without limitation in peptide chain length or amino
acid order. But it is very difficult to purify desired polypeptide from bacterial
contaminations. Abiotic synthesis is the chemical method widely used in laboratories to
synthesize polypeptides o f designed sequences. These can be classified into two
categories: solution phase synthesis and solid phase synthesis. Most o f the commercial
homopolypeptides, for example PLL and PLGA, are synthesized by solution phase
synthesis, for which the chain length o f polypeptides can not be defined.
In this thesis work, 24 mers (mer: counter number for amino acids) and 32 mer
designed polypeptides are prepared by solid phase peptide synthesis (SSPS), which was
pioneered by Bruce Merrifield (an American biochemist who won the Nobel Prize in
Chemistry in 1984) in 1959. The polypeptides synthesized by SPPS contain less
contamination than by biotic methods. They can include unnatural amino acids, and even
have peptide/protein backbone modification. But the chain length o f polypeptide is
limited and can not be longer than 75 mers because amino acids coupling efficiency
decreases with the increase o f chain length. Wang resin is used as insoluble substrate and
linked with the first amino acid, normally Tyrosine, by a cleavable polyethylene glycol
(PEG) linker. Amino acids couple onto the polypeptide chain on the insoluble resin one
by one through the formation o f peptide bonds, with coupling direction form C terminal
to N terminal for each amino acid. F-moc chemistry (introduced by Sheppard, R.C. in
1971) is used in N -a group protection for the amino acids. The N -a protection group for
the previous amino acid in the chain is removed before the next amino acid (also with
N -a protected) coupling. Side chains o f amino acid residues can react with other
chemicals under various conditions, for example, the carboxyl groups o f side chains o f
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aspartic and glutamic aicds, the phenol o f tyrosine, the guanidine o f arginine, the thiol o f
cysteine. In the coupling procedure, all the side chains o f amino acids are protected to
prevent from acylation, alkylation, etc. After all the coupling and rinsing processes, all
the protection groups for side chains are cleaved and then the polypeptides are cleaved
from the resins. The final products are purified with High Performance Liquid
Chromatography (HPLC) and analyzed by mass spectrometry.
The designed polypeptides used in this thesis work are listed as:
PO: (KVKV) 7 KVKY
NO: (E V E V ) 7 EVEY
PI: (KVKGKCKV) 3 KVKGKCKY
N l: (E V E G E C E V ) 3 EVEGECEY
P2: ( k c k g k c k v ) 3 k c k g k c k y
N2: (E C E G E C E V ) 3 ECEGECEY
P3: (K V) n KY
N3: (E V ) n E Y
where K, E, V, G, C, and Y represent the amino acids lysine, glutamic acid, valine,
glycine, cysteine, and tyrosine, respectively. P1N1, P2N2 contain 4, 8 cysteine residues
in their amino acid sequences respectively.

1.4 Dissertation Objectives
The objective o f this thesis work is to investigate the properties o f polypeptide
multilayer nanofilms, especially those assembled from designed polypeptides containing
Cys residues. The pH influence on assembly behaviors o f Cys containing polypeptide is
investigated, as well as the thickness, refractive index, density, surface morphology o f the
multilayer nanofilms. The stability o f Cys containing polypeptide multilayer films is
controlled by 2-D or 3-D disulfide crosslinkings and compared with no-crosslinked films.
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Furthermore, commercial and designed polypeptide multilayer nanofilms have been used
in model drug release. Small molecular weight cationic MB is used as drug indicator for
the investigation o f loading and release behaviors from above films. Redox-based drug
loading and release by usage o f DTNB has been tested in Cys containing polypeptide
multilayer nanofilms.

1.5

Dissertation Organization

Chapter One introduces the concepts o f protein and polypeptide. The structural
hiberarchy and biofunctions o f protein have been stated. Polypeptide multilayer film, the
main object o f this project, has been defined. The features and applications o f
polypeptide films have been stated briefly. SSPS based on F-moc chemistry, the peptide
synthesis method, has been introduced. The designed polypeptides used in this work are
listed in this part. Finally, the objectives and organization o f the research work are
described.
Chapter Two covers the theoretical background o f this work. It also introduces the
object— polypeptide multilayer nanofilm, the main film fabrication method— LBL
technique, and the emphasis o f this research work— Cys containing polypeptide
multilayer films. The properties o f polypeptide multilayer nanofilm can be controlled by
changing the assembly parameters, such as, assembly solution species, pHs, salt
concentration, or assembly time per deposition step, etc. LBL is the method o f
assembling polyelectrolyte films from oppositely charged molecules from liquid
solutions, by which nano-meter thickness films or capsules can be fabricated. Cys
containing polypeptide films can have controlled stability and are suitable for
redox-based drug loading and release.
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Chapter Three introduces the methodologies used in this research work.
Combining the various approaches can provide a relatively comprehensive and reliable
view o f polypeptide LBL. Several label-free techniques, viz, quartz crystal microbalance,
UV-vis spectroscopy, circular dichroism spectroscopy, ellipsometry, surface profilometry,
and atomic force microscope, which are used to measure and record the experimental
results, bring out complementary and fairly complete analysis.
Chapter Four focuses on the influence o f pH on the properties o f the 32 mer
polypeptide multilayer films containing 4 Cys residues in the polypeptide chains. While
the assembly pH varies from pH 7.4 to pH 8.9, the film assembly behaviors and film
properties change a lot, because o f the deprotonation o f Cys residues.
Chapter Five discusses the influence o f disulfide crosslinking network on the
polypeptide multilayer film stability. Designed 32 mer polypeptides containing 0, 4, 8
Cys residues in their peptide chains and commercial polypeptides PLL and PLGA have
been used to fabricate multilayer films. Then a disulfide crosslink forms between two Cys
residues o f these films under mild oxidation condition. Film disassembly has been
monitored under strong acidic circumstance and modeled. It is proved that the disulfide
crosslinking can increase the stability o f polypeptide multilayer films.
In Chapter Six, polypeptide multilayer nanofilms have been used as carriers for
the cationic drug indicator— MB. B y design o f polypeptide sequences and choice o f
polypeptides assembly combination, the amount o f loaded MB can be adjusted. The
controlled release has been tested in different release media at different pHs.
Redox-based drug release from liquid phase (aqueous polypeptide solution) and
solid phase (polypeptide multilayer films) is demonstrated in Chapter Seven. DTNB is a
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model drug which can bind to the free thiol goup o f Cys residue. The mixture disulfide
between the TNB and side chain o f Cys residue can be cleaved under reducing
circumstance, which will be a simulation for the drug delivering in vivo.
Chapter Eight is the conclusion for all the research work done in this dissertation
and possible future work.
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CHAPTER TWO

THEORETICAL BACKGROUND

Polypeptide, a weak polyelectrolyte, has both essential properties o f weak
polyelectrolytes and the specificities o f proteins. This w ill affect its assembly behavior
while forming multilayer films and the after-fabrication characteristics [3]. The
characteristics, functions, and assembly properties o f polypeptide multilayer films will be
briefly introduced in this chapter.
All o f the polypeptide multilayer films discussed in this research work were
prepared by LBL technique. LBL is a convenient method o f fabricating nanometer-scale
multilayer films by alternate deposition o f oppositely charged chemical species (e.g.
polypeptides, polymers) on suitably charged substrates (e.g., QCM resonators, quartz
slides, silicon wafers, electrodes, cores o f capsule) [7-10], The adsorbing surface both
attracts oppositely charged particles in the adsorbing layer and repels like-charged
particles. LBL is self-limited and can be controlled by a variety o f parameters, such as
peptide chain length, linear charge density, pH values, polypeptide species, number o f
deposition layers [4,11], which will be reviewed in Section 2.2.
This research work focuses on the investigation o f Cys containing polypeptide
multilayer nanofilms. The existence o f Cys in peptide chain can influence film assembly
behavior [6], and the disulfide bonds formed between two Cys residues will influence
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film stability [12]. Furthermore, Cys containing polypeptide film can be used for
redox-stimulated drug loading and release [13]. The research articles relating to Cys
residue, thiol group, disulfide bond, crosslinking, drug loading and release w ill be
summarized in Sections 2.3 and 2.4.

2.1 Properties and Functions o f Polypeptide
Multilayer Films
In biotechnology,

surface modification with proteins

or peptides

is

of

considerable interest for different applications. Membranes, biosensors, and implants
[14-16] are all examples o f these applications. The interaction o f biomolecules and cells
with an implant depends on not only topology and roughness o f the surface but also
chemical composition [17]. Self-assembled peptide scaffolds have imaginatively been
proposed for the development o f three-dimensional cell culture and tissue engineering
[18].
Multilayer nanofilms have been investigated by numerous researchers for use in
applications ranging from micro-devices to biomaterials. Examples include polymeric
electronic micro-devices [19], ion-transport selective membranes [20], redox-active
polyelectrolyte multilayer films [21], and biofimctional microcapsules [22],
The hierarchy o f thin films in surface and interface science has been described in
Figure 2-1. Significant research on weak polyelectrolyte films have been done by Rubner
and the colleagues [23], The pKa o f ionizable groups in a weak polyelectrolyte is
sensitive to the local electronic environment. Thus, the surface charge density is tunable
by adjustment o f pH values. The conformation o f weak electrolyte in solution phase or
solid phase can also be controlled by pH values, which will influence assembly behavior
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and film surface morphologies [24]. Researches on non-peptide polymers and weak
polyelectrolyte informed a basis for predicting the physical, chemical, and, most
importantly, biological properties o f polypeptide multilayer films [3], For example, the
assembly behavior o f weak polyelectrolyte and polypeptide are comparable, since both
can be fitted with linear or exponential modes [25-27].

Polypeptides

■JS

jbf

W eak polyelectrolytes

,<a

jr
Polyelectrolytes
A

4

Layer-by-layer assem bly
A

Multiiayer thin films

A
Thin film s/coatings

Jt
Surface and Interface Science

Figure 2-1.

Position o f polypeptide multilayer films in the broader scheme[3].

Despite extensive work on weak polyelectrolyte (PE) multilayers, further study
should be devoted to polypeptide films. One reason is that the properties o f a film and
therefore its suitability for an application, particularly in a biological context, could
depend essentially on chemical properties o f peptides versus some other type o f weak PE.
The other reason is that it should not be assumed that all polypeptides, particularly
designed peptides, will behave in ways that can be predicted from the known properties
o f a handful o f well-studied weak PEs or even the known properties o f PLL and PLGA.
Research work in our group has characterized self-assembly o f polypeptides and
various properties o f the resulting multilayer nanofilms: pH can be used to the control
assembly o f PLL and PLGA in the range pH 4-10 and the secondary structure content o f
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PLL/PLGA films following fabrication at neutral pH [4,28], Peptides designed according
to a few basic principles can be suitable for LBL, even when the molecular weight is as
low as -3 5 0 0 Da [29,30]. The Cys containing polypeptide multilayer films have
increased resistance to degradation at acidic pH on formation o f reversible disulfide
bonds [11,12,30],

2.2 Layer-bv-Layer S elf Assembly (LBL)
Different approaches are taken in the self-assembly o f molecules into films and
related structures. Examples include Langmuir-Blodgett deposition [31,32], sol-gel
entrapment [33], covalent binding [34], spontaneous adsorption from solution [35], and
polyelectrolyte (PE) LBL. The last o f these is attractive to biotechnology for several
reasons. LBL is simple— one can make a film from PEs in aqueous solution— and it is
versatile with respect to incorporation o f specific chemical functionalities [8,9]. The
process o f LBL was schematically described in Figure 2-2. Moreover, films prepared by
LBL can feature nanometer-scale organization, controlled thickness, and designed
supramolecular architecture. The ability to build a "nanofilm" from peptides in a
predetermined way therefore seems promising for the development o f applications in
biotechnology, medicine, and other fields. In polyelectrolyte multilayer film (PEM)
assembly, control over such variables as the chemical structure o f the polyelectrolyte, pH,
ionic strength, temperature, immersion and rinsing times, and post-preparation treatment
make it possible to obtain a wide variety o f film architectures [3,36-40].
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Figure 2-2. Polypeptide multilayer film fabrication. Bottom: schematic diagram o f LBL.
Top: corresponding experimental data. Oppositely charged polypeptides in solution
(bottom left) are adsorbed consecutively onto a solid support (bottom center), for
example quartz slide, yielding a multilayer film (bottom right). Loosely bound material is
rinsed o ff in water or buffer. The film could be dried after each adsorption step for
measurement. The deposition process results in short peptides going from a random coil
conformation in solution (top left) to a /3 sheet in the film (top right). Some a helix might
be present, depending on peptide sequence and solution conditions. Generally, 20 min is
sufficient for most binding sites on the film to become saturated with the oppositely
charge polypeptide (top center), when the linear density o f charge is above 0.5, the
concentration o f material in solution is on the order o f 1 mg/mL, and the temperature is
about 25 °C. Evidently, the amount o f material on the resonator did not change much
during deposition o f the negative peptide, but deposition was none the less important for
reversing the surface charge density o f the film and enabling subsequent adsorption o f the
positive peptide [3].
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2.3

Crosslinking by Disulfide Bonds

Control over the stability o f polyelectrolyte multilayers (PEMs) under different
conditions is difficult to obtain. Change o f the solvent, pH, ionic strength, or layer
architecture can affect PEM structural integrity [5,6,11,30,41-43], Covalent crosslinking
o f polymers is one means o f stabilizing PEMs [30,44-47], Crosslinking could potentially
result in enhanced physical, chemical, and biological properties o f PEMs [48,49], In
addition to enhancing PEM stability, crosslinking could influence film permeability and
conductivity [50,51], There are some potential drawbacks to crosslinking. Certain linker
molecules, for example glutaraldehyde, w ill not only modify PEM structure in an
uncontrolled manner but also affect biocompatibility [43]; glutaraldehyde is toxic [52], In
general, the effects o f particular approach to crosslinking will vary with film architecture.
A disulfide bond is a kind o f intermolecular crosslink that forms between free
thiol groups under oxidizing conditions. Such bonds, being covalent, are much stronger
than hydrogen bonds, van der Waals interactions, and electrostatic interactions. The
hydrogen bonds and van der Waals interactions help to stabilize the folded protein
structure. Disulfide bonds play an important role in increasing the stability o f many
folded proteins, e.g., hen egg white lysozyme (HEWL) [53], where they are formed
between two Cys side chains. The free thiol groups o f Cys side chains can form disulfide
bonds in the 2-D or 3-D structure o f a polypeptide multilayer film or capsule under mild
oxidizing conditions. Figure 2-3 shows a theoretical model on how disulfide bonds in
capsule layers can enforce capsule stability even under strong acidic conditions. Disulfide
crosslinking is reversed in a sufficiently reducing environment. Cys containing peptides
have been with polypeptide LBL to form “naturally” crosslinked polypeptide PEMs
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[6,11,30,47] and polypeptide multilayer microcapsules [54], Disulfide bond-stabilized
polypeptide PEMs could be useful for microencapsulation, cellculture coatings, or
sensitizing PEMs or microcapsules to the redox potential o f the surrounding environment
[3,54].

oxtdizi

£wash 3

C

Figure 2-3. Proposed disulfide locking o f polypeptide microcapsules. Polycations are
represented by green/solid lines and polyanions by blue/dashed lines. The polypeptides
contain Cys which can form a disulfide bond represented as a crosslink between layers
under oxidizing conditions. The scheme is idealized, as oxidation did not result in
complete oxidation under the conditions discussed here. In principle, it should be possible
to optimize the locking process for a particular harsh environment, maximizing the yield
o f capsules o f desired longevity [30].

2.4 Drug Loading and Release o f Polyelectrolvte
Multilayer Films
Multilayer films could work as carriers for drug loading. Generally, the drug
models, for example, methylene blue [55], rhodamine B [56], carboxyfluorescein [57],
could load into films after film fabrication. And those releases were normally based on
concentration-dependent diffusion. As to hydrophobic drug indicator, pyrene, covered
with charged m icelles, could LBL assemble with oppositely charged polymers to make
films and get released [58]. D NA and RNA, the negatively charged molecules, could also
be used to fabricate multilayer films and also act as drug models to be released from films
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[59-61]. Redox-sensitive multilayer films can be made from Poly(anilineboronic acid)
(PABA) and ribonucleic acid (RNA) by the formation o f boronate ester as well as
electrostatic interactions [61]. When the covalent bonds were broken, RNA was released.
A number o f researches in our group have been investigating the role the
reversible disulfide bonds on polypeptide multilayer nanofilms or microcapsules
[6,11,12,30,62], In this research work, the role o f thiol groups— side chains o f Cys
residues o f designed polypeptides on the redox-stimulated drug loading and release will
be investigated.
The drug indicator, DTNB, was covalently loaded onto the Cys containing
designed polypeptides. DTNB, known as Ellman reagent [63], are normally used to
quantitatively determine peptides by sulfhydryl (-SH) groups, disulfide in peptides, and
determine total sulfhydryl groups, protein-bound sulfhydryl groups, and free sulfhydryl
groups in biological samples [30,64-67]. DTNB molecules can react with protein
molecules with free thiols groups, in other words, be covalently loaded onto designed
polypeptides. The labeled polypeptide w ill be used to fabricate multilayer films. And
TNB can release from these films under the change o f redox potential.
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CHAPTER THREE

METHODOLOGY

Nanotechnology is developing together with the development o f more and more
precise instruments, from micrometer to nanometer, even to an angstrom [68,69]. It is
necessary to measure and analyze polypeptide multilayer films by instruments with
nanoscale resolution. Among the instruments used in this work were Quartz crystal
microbalance (QCM), U V-vis spectroscopy (UVS), circular dichroism spectroscopy (CD),
atomic force microscope (AFM), surface profilometry, and ellipsometry. These
instruments were used to determine properties, such as absorbance, thickness, refractive
index, roughness, surface morphology. This provided a comprehensive picture to analyze
the properties o f multilayer films.

3.1 Quartz Crystal Microbalance (QCM)
Quartz crystal microbalance (QCM) utilizes the converse piezoelectric effect to
provide information on mass change by real-time measurement o f the change in resonant
frequency o f a piezoelectric quartz crystal, namely, a QCM resonator (Figure 3-1). The
most common QCM crystal applications include chemical reaction monitors, biomedical
sensors, metal deposition monitors, and environmental monitoring applications, for
example, specific recognition o f protein ligands by immobilized receptors, adhesion o f
cells, liposomes and proteins, surfactant interactions with surfaces, etc. [70-72], It is
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useful to determine the properties o f polymers and adhesion o f proteins to the resonator,
and the kinetics o f polyelectrolyte adsorption [4,6,30]. When polymers or peptides are
coated onto the crystal resonator, they lower the crystal frequency. This frequency lowing
directly relates to the mass assembled on the resonator. A QCM is an extremely sensitive
mass sensor because the mass change can be detected in the nanogram range [30].
Correlation between mass and frequency is achieved by means o f the Sauerbrey
equation [73]:
(3.1)
where fo is the resonant frequency o f the crystal, A is the active area o f the crystal
(between electrodes), pq is the density o f quartz, and pq is the shear modulus o f quartz. B y
using the default values for fo (9000 kHz [4]), pq and p q, a direct relationship between the
frequency shift A f (Hz) and mass change Am (g) is given by A f = - 1 .8 3 2 xlO 8 Am/,4,
where A = 0.16 ± 0.01 (cm2) , the surface area o f the resonator [14]. This formula can be
used to calculate the mass o f polypeptides firmly and evenly deposited on the resonators.
Polypeptide multilayer film formation and perturbation were monitored by a QCM by use
o f an Agilent 53131A 225 MHz universal counter (USA) and silver-coated resonators
(Sanwa Tsusho Co., Ltd., Japan) [5]. If the measurement is in liquid phase, the Sauerbrey
equation needs to be modified by liquid density and viscosity.
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Figure 3 -1.

QCM quartz resonator.

3.2 UV-Vis Spectroscopy (UVS)
Ultraviolet-visible spectroscopy (UV-1650 PC UV-Vis or U V mini 1240
spectrophotometer, Shimadzu, Japan) uses light in the visible and adjacent near
ultraviolet (UV) and near infrared (NIR) ranges, the energy space range where molecules
undergo electronic transitions, for quantitative determination o f solutions o f transition
metal ions and highly conjugated organic compounds (Figure 3-2). For example, UVS
can measure the optical mass o f assembled polypeptides in terms o f film absorbance
change [6,28]. The peptide bond, the smallest o f the three chromophores occurring in
proteins (the other two are amino acid side chains and prosthetic groups, e.g., the heme
group), has the absorption maximum at 190 nm [74], because visible light that hits the
chromophore can thus be absorbed by exciting an electron from its ground state into an
excited state.
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R eflecting Mirror

Single-beam U V/vis spectrophotometer [75],

Some amino acids or chemical groups have specific absorbance peaks in the UVS
spectra, for example, amino acids Tryptophan (Trp), Tyrosine (Tyr) and Cys contributing
to absorbance peak at 280 nm [76], MB contributing to ~ 665 nm absorbance peaks in
aqueous media and ~572 nm absorbance peaks in polyelectrolyte films [55]. These
absorbance peaks together with molar extinction coefficients o f the solutes can be used to
calculate solution concentration by Beer-Lambert LawA. This law states the relation o f
absorbance and diluted solution concentration, normally 10‘5~10'6 M [55]:
A - - \ o g ( I / I0) - s - C - l ,

(3.2)

where A is the measured absorbance, I q is the intensity o f the incident light at a given
wavelength, I is the transmitted intensity, / is the path length through the sample,
normally 1 cm for cuvette, and C is the concentration o f the absorbing species. For each
species and wavelength, e is a constant known as the molar absorptivity or extinction
coefficient.
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3.3 Circular Dichroism Spectroscopy (CD)
The circular dichroism measurements were recorded with a Jasco model J-810
spectropolarimeter, Japan. Circular dichroism spectroscopy is a method for determining
the extent o f secondary structures o f polypeptides conformation, e.g., random coil,
a-helix and /3-sheet [1]. Circular dichroism is observed when optically active matter, for
example polypeptide, absorbs left and right hand circular polarized light slightly
differently (Figure 3-3).

eilipticity

wavelength

unpolarized
source

plane
circular
polarizer polarizer

sample
cell

CD spectrum

Figure 3-3. CD mechanism. Chiral or asymmetric molecules produce a CD spectrum
because they absorb left and right handed polarized light to different extents [77].

Figure 3-4 shows the typical CD spectra for protein secondary structures. For
example, a strong, positive band near 190 nm and negative bands at 208 and 220-222 nm
are diagnostic o f a-helical conformation [1,78]. The dominant feature o f random coil
peptides is a strong negative band below 200 nm [79,80], The kinds o f polypeptide
secondary structures coexist in solid or liquid phase. Thus the CD spectra o f polypeptide
films or solutions are generally the combination o f typical curves as shown in Figure 3-4
[5,6,28]. The deconvolution o f CD spectra can provide information on the content o f
polypeptide secondary structures [28],
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Figure 3-4. Far UV CD spectra associated with various types o f secondary structure.
Solid line, a-helix; long dashed line, anti-parallel /3-sheet; dotted line, type I /3-tum; cross
dashed line, extended 3]-helix or poly (Pro) II helix; short dashed line, irregular structure

[8 1 ].

3.4 Ellipsometry
Ellipsometry is a non-contacting, nondestructive technique for the measurement
o f surfaces and very thin films on surfaces using elliptically polarized light (Figure 3-5)
[82]. This can even yield information about layers that are thinner than the wavelength o f
the light itself, down to a single atomic layer or less. Thus, quality ellipsometers can
detect film and surface conditions o f under an angstrom thick. Ellipsometry is widely
used in nanotechnology and biology areas, e.g., measurements o f silicon wafers in the
semiconductor industry, monitoring vapor deposition o f organic and inorganic films,
protein growth, polymer adsorption, etc. [6,28,83].
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Figure 3-5.

Mechanism o f ellipsometry [84].

The exact nature o f the polarization change is determined by the properties o f
samples, e.g., film thickness and refractive index (RI). Ellipsometry allows both the
thickness and the RI o f the adsorbate to be measured at an interface [85,86]. Detailed
discussion o f this non-contact method and the underlying theory can be found in various
places [87-89]. A measurement is made by determining the change in state o f polarization
o f a light probe reflected by the substrate on protein adsorption. In this research work,
optical layer models were used to determine mean RI and average thickness o f adsorbed
layers from measured ellipsometric angles, v|/ and A. The instrument was a Sentech SE
850 (Germany). This UV-Vis-NIR spectroscopic ellipsometer involves diode array
detection (UV-Vis) or interferometric-modulated detection (NIR). The angle o f incidence
was 70°. Measurements were made at room temperature. A four-layer model, Si
substrate/SiCVpeptide film/ambient air, was used to determine film thickness and RI. The
substrate was N-type <100> silicon wafer (Montco Silicon Technologies Inc., USA),
with naturally formed ~ 1 .5 nm SiC>2 layer on the surface.
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3.5

Surface Profilometry

Surface profilometry is a contacting technique with a diamond stylus touching the
sample surface, which is commonly used to measure film thickness and surface textures,
for example surface profiles and roughness. In this thesis work, polypeptide film
thickness was also determined in contact mode using an Alpha-Step IQ surface profiler
(KLA Tencor Corporation, USA). A gentle scratch was made on the peptide multilayer
nanofilm. Profiling the scratch with a diamond stylus tip at a stylus force o f 16.2 mg
enabled measurement o f its depth. Scan length was 400 pm, speed 5 pm/s, sampling rate
50 Hz, and sensor range 20 pm/1.19 pm
The measurement results o f ellipsometry and surface profilometry are comparable,
with the results getting from surface profilometry slightly smaller (Figure 3-6) because o f
its stylus-sample contacting mechanism.

70

s ellip so m e try
El profilerm etry

60

20
10

S a m p le s

Figure 3-6. Comparison o f measurements for polypeptide films by ellipsometry and
surface profilometry.
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3.6 Atomic Force Microscope (AFM)
An AFM is an important tool for study o f surface structure on the nanometer scale
(Figure 3-7). A sensitive microscale cantilever with a sharp silicon or silicon nitride tip
(probe) at its end scans the specimen surface. The contacting forces between the tip and
the sample lead to a deflection o f the cantilever according to Hooke’s law:
F - k d = k( z - 8 ) ,

(3.3)

in which the loading force, F , is related to the deflection d through the cantilevel
force constant k. z is the z-position o f the piezo, 8 is the indentation distance o f tip
into the film surface, in case the sample is sufficiently soft [90], The cantilevel is
sensitive enough to be influenced by all kinds o f interactions between the tip and sample
surface, for instance, mechanical contact forces, electrostatic forces, hydrophobic
interactions, Van der Waals force, chemical bonding, etc.[91-93]. A laser is cast onto the
cantilevel and gets reflected, to report the deflection information to the detector through a
photodiode (Figure 3-7).

D etector and
Feedback
Electronics

Photodiode

\\
Sample Surface

Figure 3-7.

/
C a n t i l e v e r & T ip

Atomic force microscopy block diagram [94],
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The general relations o f cantilevel force and deflection or indentation distance can
be described in Figure 3-8. A nonlinear relationship exists between the cantilevel force F
and the indentation distance S [90]:
4E j r

3/2

(3.4)

3 ( l - c r 2)

where the multilayer polymer film is assumed to behave as an elastic rubber and thus
imposed a Poisson ratio o f a - 0.5 . E is Young’s modulus, r is a constant representing
the average specified tip radius. It is difficult to calculate the Young’s modulus for very
thin polypeptide multilayer films (tens o f nanometers) by this method. Since a series o f
indentations o f different depths are required.
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Figure 3-8.
AFM cantilevel force versus distance, (a) Original piezomovement
(cantilevel tip movement) vs. cantilevel force, (b) Indentation vs. cantilevel force (Plot
from raw experimental data, comparable to [90]).

There are two types o f modes for a cantilevel to contact sample surface:
contacting (static) and tapping (dynamic) modes. The contacting mode is avoided in
fairly soft polypeptide multilayer films scanning because o f the risk o f getting the
cantilevel tip contaminated or damaged. Polypeptide multilayer films surface scanning
tests are done in tapping mode using Q-scope TM 250 scanning probe microscope
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(Quesant Instrument Corp., USA). Scanning rate was 2 Hz, and resolution 500 pixels (20
pm x 20 pm images) or 1000 pixels (1pm x 1 pm images). 2-D section or 3-D surface
profiles can be provided by AFM.
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CHAPTER FOUR

FINE TUNING OF PHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF DESIGNED
POLYPEPTIDE MULTILAYER FILMS
BY CONTROL OF PH

4.1 Introduction
The material properties o f a LBL film can be manipulated in different ways.
Variables include choice o f substrate, solution conditions, method o f post-fabrication
functionalization, and PE structure. The mean charge per unit length o f a "weak" PE
varies gradually with pH. Polypeptides are considered weak PEs. Experimental
multilayer film studies involving "conventional" weak PEs, for instance, poly(allylamine
hydrochloride) (PAH) and poly(acrylic acid) (PAA), have revealed that various film
properties can depend strongly on the pH o f the polyelectrolyte assembly solution.
Examples include surface friction, roughness, film morphology, and dielectric properties
[37,40, 95-98]. pH can be used to "tune" film thickness [95,99-101], polymer
interpenetration and surface wettability [37], film stability and morphology [28,36,40,96],
and permeability [102,103] when PEs are weak. The effect o f solution pH on weak PE
multilayer film assembly has also been studied theoretically [104].
In this chapter, the role o f solution pH in LBL self-assembly o f designed 32 mer
polypeptides has been investigated in detail using a combination o f physical techniques.

30
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Change o f pH can alter the three-dimensional structure o f a peptide in solution by
changing the distribution o f charge. Here w e show that pH can influence adsorbed mass
o f polypeptide, film thickness, and surface morphology over a range o f little more than 1
pH unit. Smooth and dense or rough and loose-packed peptide nanofilms have been
fabricated by adjusting solution pH. As expected, film thickness depended on number o f
layers, as with conventional polyelectrolytes. Film density and morphology, however,
varied more with pH than did thickness. Results o f this work provide new insights into
LBL and suggest that peptides are a promising class o f polymers for the creation o f
designer thin film structures for novel application in biomaterials and other areas.

4.2 Experiments
Two peptides PI and N1 were designed to be positively charged or negatively
charged at neutral pH. The average net charge o f PI and N1 has been computed as a
function o f pH and plotted in Figure 4-1.
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Figure 4-1. Calculated net charge versus pH. Shaded region indicates range o f values
discussed here. Solid symbols: Triangles: PL Squares: N l. Solid symbols: as studied here.
Open symbols: PI and N l with Cys replaced by serine.
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In the present study, w e investigated the role o f solution pH on deposition o f the
designed peptides and the physical properties o f the resulting films. The peptide
concentration was 2 mg/mL in 10 mM Tris-HCl buffer, 20 mM NaCl. The pH was 7.4,
7.8, or 8.9. Tris buffers throughout the range pH 7.1 - 8.9 and was used in all experiments
to minimize variables. The rinsing solution was 10 mM Tris-HCl (pH 7.4) for samples
prepared on QCM resonators or quartz microscope slides, and D.I. H 2O for <100> Si
wafers, used for ellipsometry, surface profilometry, and AFM experiments. The average
value o f at least three measurements was obtained in QCM, ellipsometry, and
profilometry experiments. Error bars represent standard deviations.

4.3 Results
PI and N l are weak PEs. The degree o f ionization, however, is high in the range
pH 7.4 - 8.9 (Figure 4-1), since the p_Kas o f Lys and Glu are 10.5 and 4.3, respectively.
Deprotonation o f thiol results in the net charge o f PI decreasing on pH increase, and that
o f N l increasing. A single PI molecule therefore w ill have both positively-charged and
negatively-charged residues at pH 8.9, giving increased odds o f intramolecular self
bridge formation and oligomerization. In N l, the side chains o f Glu w ill repel those o f
Cys when the latter become ionized; otherwise the side chain o f Cys is neutral. The
absolute value o f the net charge o f PI and N l is matched at pH 7.4 but becomes
increasingly different with increasing pH; the net charge is less watched at pH 8.9 than
7.4 (Figure 4-1 inset).
Figure 4-2a shows the variation in UV absorbance with the adsorption step. The
increase implies that peptide was deposited during each step. UVS, CD, and QCM
experiments at pH 7.4, 7.8, and 8.9 have revealed remarkable assembly behavior. As pH
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increased, U V absorbance (Figure 4-2b) and QCM frequency shift (Figure 4-2c)
decreased dramatically per adsorption step. B y contrast, no obvious dependence on pH
was observed for 32 mer poly-(lysine) and poly-(glutamic acid) peptides, or larger
versions o f these peptides in this pH range (see supporting information).
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Figure 4-2. pH dependence o f peptide multilayer fdm preparation, (a) UV-vis. The
numbers o f layers are 3, 6, 9, 12, and 15, respectively, as the absorbance increases, (b)
Comparsion o f U V-vis and CD (inset) for 15-layer films, (c) QCM.
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CD experiments show that the multilayer peptide films were dominated by p sheet
structure (Figure 4-2b inset), as one can see from the negative n — n* transition at c. 216
nm, and the positive n — n* transition at c. 197 nm. There were small conformational
changes in the films as the solution pH changed. Ellipticity indicates that substantially
less material adsorbed at pH 8.9 than 7.4.
As expected, film thickness increased with the number o f adsorption steps,
according to ellipsometry (Figure 4-3a). Surprisingly, however, the thickness o f films
deposited at pH 8.9 was the same as or even slightly greater than at pH 7.4, despite the
difference in deposited mass (Figure 4-2c). Surface profilometry experiments (Figure
4-3b) confirmed the ellipsometry results (Table 4-1).

Table 4-1 Thickness in nm, measured by surface profilometry and ellipsometry, o f 20and 40-layer peptide films produced at different pH values.

20 layers
pH

40 layers

Surface
profilometry

Ellipsometry

Surface
profilometry

Ellipsometry

7.4

19.8 ± 0 .3

2 2 .6 1 0 .3

4 9 .4 1 0.3

5 3 .7 1 0 .2

7.8

1 8 .3 ± 0 .6

2 3 .8 1 0 .2

5 4 .2 1 1 .8

5 6 .8 1 0 .1

8.9

2 1 .3 1 0 .4

23.6 1 0.9

5 9 .2 1 0 .8

62.5 1 0.6

Ellipsometry also showed that RI varied with the adsorption step. RI was higher
for samples deposited at pH 7.4 than 8.9, though by a small amount (Figure 4-3c). This
difference decreased with increasing number o f layers.
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Figure 4-3. Bulk film properties, (a) Film thickness versus adsorption step, measured by
ellipsometry. (b) Typical surface profilometry scanning profile over a gently prepared
scratch on a peptide sample. The thickness measurements were performed on at least
three sections for each scratch. The inset shows the scratch on the film, (c) RI o f peptide
multilayer films determined by ellipsometry.
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Figure 4-4 displays AFM micrographs o f surface morphology o f 40-layer films
fabricated in a narrow pH range. Evidently the wafer production process left a residue on
the surface (Figure 4-4d). Films produced at pH 7.4 were very smooth and
densely-packed, and the “nanopores”, similar to those observed in LBL multilayer films
by Rubner et al. [40], were small in size but large in number (Figure 4-4c). Films
fabricated at pH 8.9 were comparatively rough and loose-packed (Figure 4-4a), and fewer
“nanopores” o f large size were evident. The surface morphology o f films fabricated at pH
7.8 was intermediate to those o f pH 7.4 and 8.9 (Figure 4-4b). Effectively the same result
was obtained with 20-layer films prepared independently (see supporting information).

(c)

(d)

Figure 4-4. AFM micrographs o f 40-layer peptide films deposited at different pH
values, 20 pm x 20 pm and 1 pm x 1 pm (insets), (a) pH 8.9, (b) pH 7.8, (c) pH 7.4, and
(d) Si wafer. Vertical scales, for 20 pm x 20 pm, are 194 nm, 150 nm, 84 nm, 36 nm,
respectively; and for 1 pm x l pm, are 34 nm, 29 nm, 27 nm, 15 nm, respectively.
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4.4 Discussion
The designed 32 mer peptides discussed here exhibit excellent LBL adsorption
from the point o f mass deposition, despite their low molecular mass [30], As in Haynie et
al. [4], the present study has demonstrated that solution pH can have a great impact on
the assembly behavior o f peptides. This work, however, also has shown that solution pH
can have a correspondingly large effect on the physical properties o f the resulting
polypeptide films.
Figure 4-2a shows that with increasing adsorption step, resonator frequency
decreased and U V absorbance increased. In general, at pH 7.4 a considerable amount o f
material was deposited in comparison with higher pH values: frequency shift was -3 1 0
Hz/layer near 9 MHz (Figure 4-2c), absorbance -0 .0 5 6 AU/layer at 194 nm (Figure 4-2b).
Increasing the pH o f solution led to decreased adsorption according to spectrophotometry
(Figure 4-2b) and QCM (Figure 4-2c). CD data show that the multilayer peptide films
were dominated by (3 sheet structure (Figure 4-2b).
At pH 7.4, the absolute value o f the net charge o f the peptides is matched, and the
linear charge density is about the same (Figure 4-1). It seems plausible that under such
circumstances, the polyions could form rather tight complexes, every charge being
compensated in a dense mass o f peptide film. Moreover, because the peptides are short
and the charge density is high neutral pH, they are expected to behave as relatively rigid
rods (Figure 4-5a). On the contrary, the polypeptides with irregular structures tend to
form loose and uneven films (Figure 4-5b).
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Figure 4-5. Schematic representation o f the adsorbed layer at (a) pH 7.4 and (b) pH 8.9.
The heterogeneity and surface roughness is much higher for pH 8.9 than 7.4, while the
density for pH 8.9 is much smaller than for pH 7.4.

Cys deprotonates when the pH increases from neutral to near its pKa (~ pH 8.4).
At pH 8.9, then, the negative peptide is more ionized and thus has a higher net charge
than at pH 7.4, while the positive one is partially neutralized. The pH-based mismatch in
charge (Figure 4-1 inset) w ill influence peptide assembly. The cooperative association o f
peptides could depend on charge matching, as could the rate and extent o f diffusion o f
molecules

in

a

film.

At

pH

8.9

PI

has

both

positively-charged

Lys

and

negatively-charged Cys residues. The oppositely-charged residues could attract each
other, biasing the conformation o f this peptide in solution and in a film. The increase in
net charge o f N l, though modest, could also lead to conformational change, as the
like-charged side chains o f Glu and Cys will repel each other. That is, thiolate may
significantly contribute to the electrostatic potential o f the peptides and thus influence
their solution structure, tendency to adsorb, and mechanisms o f intermolecular interaction
during and after adsorption. Random sequential adsorption o f peptides at pH 8.9 thus
results in a loose structure o f rough surface (Figure 4-5b).
The dependence o f assembly behavior on pH is supported by AFM and
ellipsometry results. Figure 4-3a shows that although deposited mass depended
significantly on pH, the thickness at pH 8.9 was about the same as at pH 7.4. This can be
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explained as follows. At pH 8.9 peptides are hypothesized to be randomly packed (Figure
4-5b); a small amount o f material might occupy the same volume as a large amount o f
densely-packed material (pH 7.4, Figure 4-5a). Surface profilometry experiments have
confirmed that film thickness was about the same at pH 8.9 and 7.4 (Table 4-1), despite
the difference in adsorbed mass. The apparent reason why thickness by surface
profilometry is a few percent smaller than by ellipsometry is that contact mode was used,
requiring a certain stylus force, and ellipsometry is a non-contact mode method. B y QCM,
however, the mass deposited, calculated using the Sauerbrey equation [14,73], was about
three times higher at pH 7.4 than 8.9 for a 15-layer peptide film (Figure 4-2c). Thus, film
density was much higher at pH 7.4 than 8.9. Our results appear to indicate that a larger
mass deposition does not necessarily imply a larger film thickness. This is usually
assumed to be the case in conventional PEs.
AFM shows that at pH 7.4 the films had a very smooth surface, consistent with
dense packing (Figure 4-4c). Since the peptides were spread over an essentially flat
substrate, “homogeneous” layers were formed; the film surface was correspondingly
smooth. “Nanopores” may have been present in the film, as discussed in related research
[96,97]. B y contrast, at pH 8.9 the peptides appear to have extended away from the
surface and may have formed loops, leading to heterogeneity o f conformation, increased
surface roughness, and larger “nanopores” . In any case, the AFM data demonstrate that
adjusting pH in a narrow range can induce significant change in peptide LBL film
morphology.
Solution pH is known to be able to have a dramatic influence on weak polyion
adsorption behavior over a very narrow pH range. Control o f pH has been used to tune
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layer thickness. For instance, a remarkable thickness transition, from 45 to 3 A layer"1,
has been reported over a pH range o f only 0.5 units in the PAA/PAH system. In separate
work, a pH shift from pH 7.4 to 5.0 had a great impact on materials adsorbed. The
quantity o f human serum albumin adsorbed depended on whether the outer layer was
PAA or poly(ethyleneimine) as pH shifted from 7.4 to 5.0 [105].
B y contrast, in the present study no significant change in thickness was observed
on adjustment o f solution pH in the range 7.4-8.9. At the same time, however, a dramatic
difference in the amount o f material adsorbed was observed. The reason for the
difference from the results o f Rubner and colleagues [37] could be that the polymers used
here are relatively short, monodisperse heteropolymers, while those o f the Rubner group
were much longer, polydisperse, and homopolymers. Thus, solution pH can have a
remarkable effect on surface morphology and density o f polypeptide films. Films o f
smooth surface and high density or o f rough surface and loose-packed material can be
fabricated by fine-tuning o f solution pH. This could be useful for membrane-based
separations, as discussed by Schlenoff and co-workers [103].
pH has also successfully been used to tune RI in the development o f
anti-reflective coatings [40]. Here, as pH increased from 7.4 to 8.9 surface roughness
increased, giving a slight decrease in RI. This is because increased roughness (formation
o f nanopores) will decrease RI. The “pores” are smaller than the wavelength o f light, and
light scattering by the pores leads to lower RI. In other words, RI can reflect the number
o f molecules per unit volume. With an increased number o f layers, the “pore structure” is
further enlarged and RI further decreases. Here, the change in RI can be directly related
to the amount o f peptide present in the adsorbed layer; it is well known that RI increases
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with concentration o f protein in solution [85]. Therefore, RI data also indicate that the
fully formed film had higher density at pH 7.4 than 8.9.
The RI o f adsorbed protein layers has been reported to vary between 1.35 and 1.6
[106,107], and from 1.53 to 1.66 for 20-layer PAH/poly(styrenesulfonate) [95], In this
work, RI was between 1.55 and 1.65 for films o f 15 to 40 layers. A decrease in the
number o f layers increased RI to 1.87, in which case the substrate surface may have
influenced parameter determination. The change in RI with film thickness may need to be
considered when attempting to infer structural information such as layer thickness from
optical measurements using an assumed RI.

4.5 Conclusion
The effect o f pH o f peptide solutions and number o f adsorbed layers on surface
morphology, mass deposition, film thickness, and RI o f peptide films has been
investigated. It has been shown that thickness and RI o f the adsorbed peptide layer can
depend substantially on solution pH. Thickness, RI, and surface morphology o f films
made o f designed 32 mer peptides were measured using a combination o f several
label-free techniques, including QCM, UVS, CD, ellipsometry, surface profilometry, and
AFM. These methods are particularly useful for studying different aspects o f the
adsorption o f peptides on a solid support. It has been found that film density and RI can
depend substantially on pH. The designed peptides formed more compact layers with a
higher density and higher RI at pH 7.4 than 8.9. It would appear that the ionization state
o f Cys side chains plays a key role in the observed adsorption behavior and film
preparation. Therefore, fine-tuning solution pH thus enables substantial control bulk and
surface composition, density, and surface roughness o f multilayer films. The approach
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outlined here can be used to create “molecularly” smooth or relatively rough polypeptide
films. Such films could be used as artificial membranes or for biomaterial surface
modification.

4.6

Supplementary Information

Figure 4-SI provides the complementary information that the Cys residue is the
crucial factor that influences LBL behavior from pH 7.4 to pH 8.9, since the existence o f
lysine and glutamic acid residues in polypeptide chain cannot affect assembly too much
in this pH range.
Figure 4-S2 shows large-scale AFM images o f polypeptide films with vertical
roughness, when compared with Figure 4-4.
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Figure 4 -S 1. Film deposition, monitored by QCM, at various pH values for two 32 mer
peptides (sequences as follows). The inset is the LBL o f polylysine (MW 13.6 kDa) and
polyglutamic acid (MW 14.6 kDa). In both cases, no obvious influence o f pH on
assembly behavior was observed.
(i )

K K K K /K K K K /K K K K /K K K K /K K K K /K K K K /K K K K /K K K Y

(ii)

E E E E /E E E E /E E E E /E E E E /E E E E /E E E E /E E E E /E E E Y
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Figure 4-S2. The AFM micrographs, 20 pm x 20 pm, and roughness profiles, o f
20-layer peptide films deposited at different pH values, (a) pH 8.9, (b) pH 7.8, (c) pH 7.4,
and (d) Si wafer. It is clear that films prepared at higher pH have rougher surface than
those at lower pH in the range o f pH 7.4 to 8.9.
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CHAPTER FIVE

CONTROL OF STABILITY OF POLYPEPTIDE MULTILAYER
NANOFILMS BY QUANTITATIVE CONTROL
OF DISULFIDE BOND FORMATION

5.1 Introduction
The crosslinking o f polymers in a polymeric material,

for example, a

polyelectrolyte multilayer nanofilm (PEM), w ill alter mechanical properties o f the
material. Control over mechanical properties o f PEMs could be useful for applications o f
the technology in medicine and other areas. Disulfide bonds are “natural” polypeptide
crosslinks found widely in wild type proteins. Here, w e have designed and synthesized
three pairs o f oppositely charged 32 mer polypeptide to have 0, 4, or 8 Cys residues per
molecule, and we have characterized properties o f the peptides in a PEM context. The
average linear density o f free thiol in the designed peptides was 0, 0.125, or 0.25 per
amino acid residue. The peptides were used to make 10-bilayer PEMs by electrostatic
LBL. Cys was included in the peptides to study specific effects o f disulfide bond
formation on PEM properties. Features o f film assembly have been founded to depend on
amino acid sequence, as in protein folding. Following polypeptide self-assembly into
multilayer films, Cys residues were disulfide-crosslinked under mild oxidizing conditions.
The stability o f the crosslinked films at acidic pH has been found to depend on the

45
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number o f Cys residues per peptide for a given crosslinking procedure. Crosslinked and
non-crosslinked films have been analyzed by UVS, ellipsometry, and AFM to
characterize film assembly, surface morphology, and disassembly. A selective etching
model o f the disassembly process at acidic pH is proposed on the basis o f the
experimental data. In this model, regions o f film in which the disulfide bond density is
low are etched at a higher rate than regions where the density is high.

5.2 Experiments

Polypeptides. Three pairs o f designed peptides, PO, NO, PI, N l, P2 and N2, were
prepared by F-moc chemistry. Design principles o f the peptides are described elsewhere
[29]. The synthesis products were analyzed by mass spectrometry (Louisiana State
University, Baton Rouge) and used without further purification. Designed polypeptides
PO and NO, PI and N l, and P2 and N2 contain 0, 4, and 8 Cys residues each, respectively.
The pK as o f the Lys and Glu side chains are c. 10.5 and c. 4.3, respectively.

PO, PI and

P2 will have about the same positive net charge in aqueous solution at pH 7.4, as w ell as
NO, N l and N 2 will have about the same negative net charge at pH 7.4 (Figure 5-1).
4,000 Da PLL and 5,000 Da PLGA, from Sigma (USA), were used in control
experiments.
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Figure 5-1. Estimated peptide net charge versus pH [1], Peptides PO, P I, P2, NO, N l,
and N2 all have about the same linear charge density at pH 7.4.

Multilayer film assembly, oxidization, and disassembly.

Lyophilized

peptides were reconstituted in 10 mM Tris, 50 mM NaCl, 0.1% NaN 3 , pH 7.4, bubbled
with nitrogen for 0.5 h. Final peptide concentration was 1 mg/mL. PEMs were assembled
on quartz microscope slides (Electron Microscopy Sciences, U SA ) or N-type <100>
silicon wafers (Montco Silicon Technologies Inc., USA).

The substrate cleaning

process is described elsewhere [28], The substrates were immersed alternately in a
solution o f P0, PI, P2, or PLL, and in a solution o f NO, N l, N2, or PLGA for 15 min per
polymer adsorption step. The substrate was rinsed thrice in separate baths o f deionized
water for 2, 1, and 1 min after each peptide adsorption step and dried with nitrogen gas.
PEMs with 10 bilayers were oxidized in 10 mM Tris, 50 mM NaCl, 0.1 % NaN 3,
1 p.M MnCb, pH 7.4 and 40 % (v/v) dimethylsulfoxide (DMSO). Films were immersed
in oxidizing solution for c. 48 h, rinsed with deionized, water, dried with an air gun, and
left in air c. 40 h. This mild oxidization treatment promoted disulfide bond formation
between cysteine residues [30] in P l/N l, P2/N2, Pl/PLGA, and PLL/N1 films. After
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oxidation, the PEMs were immersed in acidic pH solution to test film stability. The film
disassembly solution was 10 mM KC1, 50 mM NaCl, 0.1 % NaN 3, pH 2.0 or 10 mM
glycine, 50 mM NaCl, 0.1 % NaN 3, pH 3.0, bubbled with air for 0.5 h. At acidic pH
non-crosslinked polypeptide PEMs disassemble due to deionization o f acidic side chains
and electrostatic repulsion between polycations [4,28,30]. The efficiency o f covalent
crosslinking in multilayers was assessed by determining film thickness at defined time
points after initiation o f disassembly. The amount o f peptide retained on the substrate was
estimated by UVS absorbance at 190 nm. Films were rinsed with deionized water and
dried with an air gun after each disassembly step.

5.3 Results

PEM assembly. The absolute value o f the net charge o f P0, PI, and P2 and o f NO,
N l, and N2 is about the same at pH 7.4. Figure 5-2 shows that P l/N l (4 Cys residues per
peptide) and P2/N2 (8 Cys residues per peptide) show about the same U V absorbance
increment per peptide deposition step.

B y contrast, P0/N0 (0 Cys residue per peptide

but a comparatively large number o f valine residues) has an absorbance increment about
twice that o f P l/N l and P2/N2. Nevertheless, growth o f P0/N0 with adsorption step, like
that o f P l/N l and o f P2/N2, is approximately linear. The inset o f Figure 5-2 shows the
corresponding ellipsometry data; the results are consistent: PO/NOis thicker than P l/N l
or P2/N2. The absorbance and therefore thickness o f P0/N0 is twice as large as that o f
P l/N l and P2/N2, according to UVS and CD data (Figure 5-2).

This reflects the more

limited deposition o f PI and N l and P2 and N2. Generally, a high linear density o f
charge w ill give a greater extent o f intra-layer charge repulsion and therefore thinner
layers. Cysteine, however, titrates in the mildly basic pH range, giving a combination o f
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positive and negative charges and slightly reducing the linear charge density in peptides
PI and P2.
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Figure 5-2. Film thickness, (a) Peptide bond absorbance at 190 nm during the assembly
process. The inset shows the ratio o f absorbance P0/N0 to absorbance o f P l/N l. The ratio
is approximately 2 for 0-10 layers. The molecular weights o f P0, NO, PI and N l are 3719,
3733, 3567 and 3581 Da, respectively. The ratio o f molecular weights o f P0/N0 and
P l/N l is 2.1. (b) Ellipsometric film thickness during the assembly process. P l/N l and
P2/N2 behave similarly with regard to absorbance and thickness.

There are other differences in assembly behavior. For example, Cotton effect
amplitudes vary as P0/N0 > P l/N l > P2/N2 (Figure 5-3).

Deconvolution o f the CD

spectra suggest that these films have the following respective secondary structure content:
/3 sheet, 53.5 %, 27.1 %, and 43.4 %;

turn, 20.3 %, 26.4 % and 21.7 %; random coil,

26.2 %, 43.8 % and 30.9 %, and a helix, 0 %, 2.7 %, 3.9 %. The /? sheet is predominant
in P0/N0, while random coil is more abundant in P l/N l and P2/N2. All these films show
substantially more /3 structure than a helix. According to CD deconvolution, more than
half o f all residues in P0/N0 are in a p strand conformation. A P sheet can be stabilized
by hydrogen bonds formed between different regions o f the same molecule or different
molecules.
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Figure 5-3. CD spectra o f 10-bilayer films. The amplitudes o f CD spectra follow the
trend: P0/N0 > P l/N l > P2/N2. In PO/NO the negative Cotton effect amplitude is about
240 % larger than the positive one. On the contrary, the asymmetry o f the positive and
negative Cotton effect amplitudes o f P l/N l and P2/N2 is much smaller, with the negative
amplitudes 39 % and 25 % larger than positive ones, respectively. The inset illustrates the
correlation between CD and UVS data for P0/N0, P l/N l and P2/N2. |CD+/CD-| is the
absolute ratio o f the positive Cotton effect amplitude to negative Cotton effect amplitude
for 10-bilayer films. Absorbance was at 190 nm. CD spectra are sensitive to the
secondary structure o f the films, which will depend on different amino acid sequences o f
designed polypeptides.

Further analysis o f the CD and UVS spectra for P0/N0, P l/N l and P2/N2 films is
shown in the inset o f Figure 5-3.

|CD+/CD-| represents the absolute value o f the ratio

o f positive Cotton effect to negative one after baseline subtraction.

Differences in this

ratio are indicative o f differences in internal structure o f the polypeptide PEMs. UVS
absorbance was measured at 190 nm. Low absorbance correlates with high |CD+/CD-|:
extent o f peptide deposition is related to film structural properties for the peptides studied
here.

The ratio o f UV absorbance to |CD+/CD-| ratio shows the trend P0/N0 > P l/N l >

P2/N2.
Surface morphology o f P l/N l and o f P2/N2 is about the same (Supplemental
information), in terms o f the similar roughness and grain size. The number o f cysteine
residues had relatively little effect on peptides assembly. It should be noted that the
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situation could be different at a higher pH value, where the probability o f ionization o f
cysteine is greater [6].

PEM disassembly. Experiments were done to test polypeptide PEM stability
following fdm oxidization and formation o f disulfide crosslinks. Figure 5-4a shows UVS
absorbance o f PO/NO, P l/N l, and P2/N2 during disassembly at pH 2.

PO/NO loses

nearly all its material within 0.5 h, whereas P l/N l retains 50 % o f its material after 2 h
and P2/N2 shows effectively no change. There is a clear correlation between retention o f
material and number o f Cys residue per peptide.
Figure 5-4b shows ellipsometric thickness o f peptide films.
o f its material within 15 min.

Film PO/NO loses all

Film P l/N l loses 30 % o f its thickness after 4.5 h o f

disassembly while P2/N2 retains nearly all o f its thickness in the same time interval.
The ellipsometry data are broadly consistent with the UVS results shown in Figure 5-4a.
The results are consistent with the hypothesis that the number o f disulfide bonds actually
formed in the film is related to the number Cys residues in the film [30].
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Figure 5-4. Polypeptide film disassembly in pH 2.0 KC1 buffer, (a) Absorbance at 190
nm during film disassembly. Film P0/N0 loses almost all o f its absorbance within 0.5 h,
P l/N l loses about 45 % o f its absorbance within 0.5 h but only an additional 5 % within
2 h. P2/N2 loses practically no material on the same time scale, (b) Ellipsometric
thickness during film disassembly. After 4.5 h o f disassembly, P2/N2 has retained almost
all its thickness and P l/N l has lost 30 % o f its thickness. PO/NO loses all its thickness in
15 min.
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Control experiments were done with 10-bilayer PEMs made o f PI, N l, PLL, and
PLGA. Figure 5-5 presents the assembly and disassembly behavior o f these films. As
shown in the inset, P l/N l deposits the most material after 20 layers, PLL/PLGA the least.
Peptide assembly is driven primarily by coulombic attraction but also hydrophobic
interactions, and it is limited primarily by coulombic repulsion. Lysine and glutamic acid
side chains are charged at pH 7.4; the absolute charge density o f PLL or PLGA is much
higher than that o f PI or N l. P l/N l, PI /PLGA, PLL/N1 and PLL/PLGA were
disassembled in pH 3.0 glycine-HCl buffer. P l/N l is the most stable film at pH 3.0. Very
little mass is lost over 40 min. Pl/PLG A loses 5 % o f its mass while PLL/N1 loses about
10 % in 40 min. PLL/PLGA loses 45 % o f its mass in the first 5 min o f disassembly, and
after 40 min, it loses about 55 % o f its mass.
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Figure 5-5.
Film disassembly in pH 3.0 glycine-HCl buffer. After 40 min o f
disassembly, P l/N l has almost the same mass; Pl/PLG A has lost 5 % o f its mass while
PLL/N1 has lost about 10 %. PLL/PLGA has lost 45 % o f its mass within the first 5 min
o f disassembly, and after 40 min, it has lost about 55 %. Time constants o f film
disassembly were determined by fitting the data with a first-order exponential decay
model. Pl/PLG A, PLL/N1 and PLL/PLGA have time constants o f 5.8 min, 3.7 min, and
3.2 min, respectively. The inset shows the assembly behavior o f the same four pairs o f
peptides. P l/N l assembles the most material; PLL/PLGA, the least.
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Disassembly o f P l/N l at pH 2.0 has also been monitored by AFM. Representative
surface images and vertical scan profiles which represent surface roughness are shown in
Figure 5-6.

Apparent graininess decreases from c. 100 nm to c. 50 nm in “granule”

diameter on film oxidization. Roughness was on the order o f 6 nm. After 30 min o f
disassembly (Figure 5-6c), the film surface is smoother than before disassembly and
graininess is less obvious.

After 1 h o f disassembly (Figure 5-6d), the film has a

roughness on the order o f 10 nm, greater than the roughness after 30 min o f disassembly
(Figure 5-6c, about 7 nm).
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Figure 5-6. AFM images o f P l/N l during disassembly at pH 2.0. (a) After assembly, (b)
After oxidation, (c) After 30 min disassembly, (d) After 1 h disassembly, (e) After 2 h
disassembly, (f) After 3 h disassembly. Image dimensions are l x l pm2, and the z-axis
scales for (a)~(f) are all 24 nm. Surface roughness (from section profiles) is about 6 nm, 6
nm, 7 nm, 10 nm, 6 nm, and 8 nm, respectively.
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5.4 Discussion
Films based on biopolymers or polypeptides are hydrogels; they are "soft" and
sensitive

materials

[43,48,108,109].

Common

polymers

in

LBL

are

organic

homopolyelectrolytes o f high water solubility but low biocompatibility [3], Polypeptides
are a type o f weak polyelectrolyte with inherent biocompatibility. Polypeptides
biodegrade into amino acids, essential for protein synthesis. We have used designed
polypeptides to prepare LBL films [5,6,11,29,30,47], Amino acid composition and
sequence has been found to influence LBL film assembly and disassembly, providing
both an explanation for observed film assembly behavior but also a foundation for the
development o f applications o f the polypeptide PEM technology.
Effects o f crossing ploy(allylamine hydrochloride)/poly(acrylic acid) films by
heat-induced amidation has been investigated in considerable depth by Bruening [8],
Such crosslinking provides advantages in maintaining film physical and/or chemical
properties but not biofunctionality. Crosslinking can also be achieved with photo-reactive
diazo-resin and sulfonate groups under UV irradiation [8], These methods, though useful,
are not as convenient as disulfide bond formation. Moreover, they are irreversible.
In previous work we have studied the stabilization o f PEMs by formation o f
disulfide bonds [6,30,47,54]. S-S bonds are important for the stability o f some native
protein structures. The reversibility o f S-S bond formation has been shown for peptide
films [6,30,47] and microcapsules [54]. Such reversibility is potentially useful for the
preparation o f environemenally-responsive PEMs and microcapsules on change o f redox
potential. The stability o f disulfide crosslinked films has been tested in various harsh
physical and chemical conditions [11].
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The purpose o f the present study was to assess control over PEM stability by
control over peptide structure and S-S bond formation. The data show that amino acid
composition and sequence influence film assembly, and that the number o f S-S bonds per
peptide influences rate and extent o f disassembly.

Film assembly.

Normally, accessible surface area (ASA) can be the sum o f

main-chain A SA and side-chain ASA. And side-chain A SA can be the sum o f nonpolar
(hydrophobic)

and

polar

(hydrophilic)

side-chain

ASA.

The

hydrophobicity/

hydrophilicity o f amino acids used in this experiment are shown in Table 5-1. From
Table 5 -lb , the hydrophobicities o f designed peptides pairs follow this rule: PO/NO >
P l/N l > P2/N2.

The interactions o f the peptides with water w ill influence assembly

behavior. The more hydrophobic the polypeptide is, the less soluble it will be in a polar
solvent. The side chain o f valine is hydrophobic. PO and NO, PI and N l, and P2 and N2
have 15, 7, and 3 valine residues per molecule, respectively. The percentage o f valine in
PO/NO is large enough to influence polypeptide assembly; not only the electrostatic force
but also hydrophobic interactions are relevant to film formation. Two layers o f peptide
w ill form in each deposition step, as shown in Figure 5-7. This is consistent with UVS,
CD, and ellipsometry showing that twice as much PO/NO assembles as P l/N l or P2/N2.
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(b)

<3D <

—o p —
Electrostatic interaction

Hydrophobic interaction

PLL/ PLGA

PO/NO

Figure 5-7. LBL assembly mechanism, (a) The main driving force in LBL is coulombic
attraction, and effectively one peptide layer only is formed during each adsorption step,
(b) Assembly o f peptide molecules with alternating charged and hydrophobic side chains.
In aqueous solvent, two peptide layers will form in each deposition step [62].
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Table 5-1

Hydrophobicity/hydrophilicity* o f polypeptides.

(a)
Accessible surface area and hydropathy o f amino acid residues [29]
Amino acid
residue

Total

(A2)

Main-chain
atoms (A2)

Side-chain atoms

(A2)

Hydropathy
index

Total

Nonpolar

Polar

Cys (C)

140

36

104

35

69

2.5

Glu (E)

183

45

138

61

77

-3 .5

G ly(G )

85

85

—

—

—

-0 .4

L ys(K )

211

44

167

119

48

-3 .9

Tyr(Y )

229

42

187

144

43

-1 .3

Val (V)

160

43

117

117

—

4.2

(b)
Polypeptide

Average
surface area o f
side chains

Fraction
nonpolar

Average
hydropathy

Average thiol
density per
residue

(A2)
PO

144

0.83

-0 .0 2

0

NO

130

0.69

0.18

0

PI

128

0.73

-0 .8

0.125

Nl

113

0.57

-0 .6

0.125

P2

126

0.66

-1 .0

0.25

N2

112

0.49

-0 .8

0.25

* The hydrophilicity o f the polypeptides is indicated by their average hydropathy [29],
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Possibly more important, neither PO nor NO comprises glycine residues, whereas
PI, N l, P2 and N2 have four glycine residues each. This is relevant because the peptide
backbone is very flexible in the vicinity o f glycine residues. During assembly process,
then, the adsorption o f PI, N l, P2 and N2 is less favored than that o f PO and NO from the
point o f view o f chain entropy. This view is consistent with early work on peptide
structure in solution by Flory and colleagues [110].

Film oxidation. DMSO promotes oxidation o f thiols to disulfides, the rate
depending on DMSO concentration at a given temperature, and increasing DMSO in the
oxidizing solution at pH 7.5 increases film stability [47], A simpler oxidation process for
S-S bond formation depends merely on the presence o f atmospheric oxygen. Here, PEMs
were oxidized for 40 h oxidization in 40 % DMSO at pH 7.4, and 48 h in air.
Designed polypeptides PI and N l have 4 Cys residues in the polypeptide chain,
P2 and N 2 have 8 Cys residues, and PO and NO have none. Presumably, during
oxidization more disulfide bonds can form in P2/N2 than P l/N l, judging by the
approximately equal number o f molecules deposited per adsorption step and greater
number o f Cys residues in P2 and N2 than in PI and N l, and no disulfide bonds can form
in PO/NO. The formation o f disulfide bonds is not detected directly by CD in the absence
o f polymer modification, but it is tested indirectly in PEM disassembly experiments,
since crosslinks increase film stability and retard disintegration.

Disassembly behavior.

In pH 2.0 KC1 buffer, PO/NO loses almost all o f its mass

and thickness after 15-30 min. The physical cause o f disassembly in P0/N0 is presumably
protonation o f carboxylate groups in the negatively-charged peptide and electrostatic
repulsion between the positively-charged peptides, leading to the disintegration o f the
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deposited multilayer film in the absence o f crosslinking [47].

By contrast, oxidized

P l/N l (containing 4 cysteine residues) retains about 50 % more mass and 70 % thickness,
and P2/N2 (containing 8 cysteine residues) retains about 100 % both o f its mass and
thickness under the same condtions for the same duration. S-S bonds stabilize LBL
peptide films despite charge repulsion. Treatment o f the film in an oxidizing solution
promoted the formation o f S-S bonds from free sulfhydryl groups, presumably
crosslinking intralayer like-charged peptides as well as interlayer oppositely-charged
peptides. [47]. When the crosslinked P l/N l film is treated with reducing reagent and as
the result the S-S bonds get broken, the film w ill totally disassemble within two hours
[30]. By control the number o f Cys residues in peptide chain, it is possible to control S-S
bond formation in peptide films and film stability at acidic pH. Controlled film
destruction in response to environmental pH or reducing potential may be useful in drug
release and other applications in medicine.
Comparison o f disassembly behavior o f P l/N l, Pl/PLG A, PLL/N1, and
PLL/PLGA showed adjustable stability depending on extent o f crosslinking. During
oxidization under mild conditions, P l/N l forms S-S bonds in 3 dimensions: with layers
and between layers. Pl/PLG A and PLL/N1 form S-S bonds within layers; PLL/PLGA
forms no crosslinks. The stability o f the peptide films followed the rule: P l/N l >
P 1/PLGA « PLL/N1 > PLL/PLGA. The results provide further indirect evidence for the
existence o f disulfide bonds in the PEMs and indicate the influence on form o f S-S
crosslinking on film stability.
The disassembly process monitored by AFM clarifies the role o f disulfide bonds
in film stability. Figure 5-6 shows “sm ooth—trough

smooth —» rough” changing
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procedure o f P l/N l film surface morphology, which can be expressed schematically in
Figure 5-8.

When a polypeptide PEM is immersed in acidic disassembly solution at pH

2.0, protuberant parts on the surface are the first to be etched away. As a result, film
roughness decreases. At the same time, regions o f film not connect to surrounding
regions by a sufficient number o f S-S bonds are etched, leaving the surface rougher.
Grain size, however, decreases in this process. P2/N2 w ill disassemble in the same way.
There is less overall change, however, in P2/N2 than P l/N l. If the crosslinked films are
used in making capsules, it will retain the drug release.

We can control the number o f

crosslinkers by design polypeptides, which w ill be very promising in pharmacy area.

Low pH circ u m sta n c e , film s o a k e d in d is a s s e m b ly buffer
W ith o u t d isulfide b o n d s
a t b o u n d ary
M ultilayer
P e p tid e film
S u b s tr a te

(a)

(b)
E tc h e d -a w a y p a rt

Film getting thinner
Grain getting smaller

f

M ultilayer
P e p tid e film

/

rt

^
f J
V.

S u b s tr a te

(d )

(o)

Figure 5-8. Model o f disassembly Cys containing peptide PEMs. (a) LBL multilayer
peptide film assembled on substrate. After oxidation, disulfide bonds form between and
inside layers, (b) Film is immersed in acidic solution. The solution etches the film, firstly
protuberant parts. The film becomes smoother, (c) Regions with few or no disulfide
bonds are etched away. The film surface becomes rougher, but the grains become smaller
as compared to (a), (d) Acidic disassembly solution etches the protuberant parts. The
surface becomes smooth again.

5.5 Conclusion
Designed 32 mer polypeptides were used to fabricate LBL multilayer films, and
disulfide bonds formed to strength the film stability under strong acidic circumstance.
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Different amino acid components in polypeptide chain influenced the driving interaction
o f assembly. Both electrostatics force and hydrophobic interactions influenced a lot on
the designed peptide film formation. The introduction o f different number o f cysteine
residues in peptide chain followed by different disulfide formation mechanism (2-D or
3-D) provided a quantitative control on the film stability under strong acidic circumstance,
which will have promising application in medicine usage. The crosslinked film
disassembly behavior is also quite sensible to the change o f pH or reducing potential.

5.6 Supplementary Information
Figure 5-SI shows the AFM images o f polypeptide films, silicon wafer substrate,
and quartz slide substrate with different scanning sizes.

Figure 5-SI. AFM images for 20-layer polypeptide films, (a)-(c) marked with 20 x 20
IXm2 AFM images for 20-layer P0/N0, P l/N l, P2/N2 peptide films on wafer substrate
with vertical scale 50 nm, 110 nm, 100 nm respectively. The insets are 1 x 1 pm2 images
with vertical scale 18 nm, 15 nm, 16 nm respectively, (d) is 20 x 20 [xm2 AFM image for
clean wafer substrate with vertical scale 25 nm. The inset is 1 x 1 fxm2 image with
vertical scale 7 nm. (e) is 20 x 20 fxm2 AFM image for clean quartz slide with vertical
■y
scale 30 nm. The inset is 1 x 1 fxm image with vertical scale 10 run.
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CHAPTER SIX

CONTROLLED LOADING AND RELEASE OF
A MODEL DRUG FROM POLYPEPTIDE
MULTILAYER NANOFILMS

6.1 Introduction
When the main driving force in LBL for adsorption o f species from solution is
electrostatic interaction (combined with a gain in entropy on release o f counterions to
solution), the accessibility o f ionic groups on the film surface w ill be crucial for film
buildup. Hydrogen bonds and hydrophobic interactions too can influence LBL multilayer
film assembly [27,111,112], Polymers in adjacent layers o f a polyelectrolyte multilayer
film interpenetrate [113,114]. Various physical properties o f these films are potentially
useful for drug loading and release [55].
The amino acid subunits are joined by peptide bonds. Essentially planar and less
flexible than an ordinary covalent bond, the peptide unit has both a hydrogen bond donor
and an acceptor, contributing to secondary structure formation both in aqueous solution
and in the condensed state. Structural properties o f polypeptides also provide possibilities
for encapsulation and controlled release o f chemical compounds in biological or medical
applications; for example, linear charge density, immunogenicity [29], susceptibility to
enzymatic digestion, antimicrobial activity [115], and film density, surface morphology,
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stability, and susceptibility to environmental perturbation [5] can be influenced by
peptide design [3]. Polyelectrolyte multilayer films can be modified to have microporous
or nanoporous structure by treatment in a harsh environment, for instance, immersion in a
strong acid or base or subjection to high temperature, increasing the duration o f release o f
large molecular weight drugs (e.g., ketoprofen and cytochalasin D) from hours to days
[116].
The model encapsulant MB, a monovalent cation o f 373.9 Da molecular weight,
is known as a useful mediator o f electrocatalysis/electron-transfer [117,118]. Important
for the present work, MB is highly soluble and it has an absorption peak in the visible
range. MB has been used to model drug loading in and release from polypeptide
multilayer films prepared by LBL under different conditions. Loading and release
behavior o f MB and film surface morphology have been characterized [119].

6.2 Experiments

Materials. Poly(L-lysine) (“PLL”) with molecular weight 84.0 kDa (vis) , 97.8
kDa (vis) poly(L-glutamic acid) (“PLGA”), 4.0 kDa (vis) poly(L-lysine) (“PLL-S”) and
5.0 kDa (vis) poly(L-glutamic acid) (“PLGA-S”) were from Sigma (USA) and used
without further purification. The polypeptides (KVKGKCKV^KVKGKCKY (“P I”),
(EVEGECEV)3 EVEGECEY (“N l ”), (KV)hKY (“P3”), and (EV )n EY (“N 3”) were
prepared by solid-phase synthesis. The synthesis products were analyzed by mass
spectrometry (Louisiana State University, Baton Rouge) and used without further
purification. The linear charge density o f PLL-S or PLGA-S was considerably larger than
that o f PI or N l at pH 4.0, pH 5.5 or pH 7.4 (Figure 6-1).
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Figure 6-1. Comparison o f calculated net charge o f polypeptides in solution. The net
charge o f PLL-S and o f PLGA-S is comparatively large at pH 4.0, 5.0, 5.5 and 7.4. The
charge density will be somewhat different in a multilayer film: the increased presence o f
oppositely charged groups results in a shift o f ipKa.

Film assembly. Lyophilized polypeptides were dissolved in assembly buffer (10
mM Tris, 10 mM sodium acetate, 130 mM NaCl, 0.1 % NaN 3, pH 4.0, pH 5.0, pH 5.5, or
pH 7.4).

The final peptide concentration was 2 mg/mL. Polypeptide multilayer films

were assembled on quartz microscope slides (Electron Microscopy Sciences, USA ) by
LBL [3,12,28]. Substrates were immersed alternately in a solution o f PLL, PLL-S, PI, or
P3 followed by a solution o f PLGA, PLGA-S, N l, or N3, for 15 min per polypeptide
adsorption step. After each peptide deposition step, the film was rinsed thrice in separate
baths o f deionized water for 2 min, 1 min, and 1 min and dried with nitrogen gas. 10.5bilayer polypeptide films o f PLL/PLGA were assembled at pH 4.0, 5.5, or 7.4. In some
cases, (PLL/PLGA)„ capping layers were assembled at pH 7.4 on (PLL/PLGA)55
5.5-bilayer films assembled at pH 4.0, where n is 0, 0.5, 2.5, or 4.5. 10.5-bilayer
PLL-S/PLGA-S films were assembled at pH 4.0; 10.5-bilayer P l/N l films were
assembled at pH 5.5; 10.5-bilayer P3/N3 films and P3/PLGA-S films were assembled at
pH 5.0. The surface area o f each film was about 2 cm2.
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MB loading and release. MB (Sigma) was dissolved in 50 % (v/v) assembly
buffer and ultrapure water, and the pH was adjusted to 7.4. The final concentration o f MB
was 10‘3M. Films were immersed in MB solution for 15 min for small molecule loading
[55], Then films were rinsed and dried as described for film assembly. Release o f MB
was tested by immersion o f a loaded film in 40 mL assembly buffer at pH 7.4, pH 5.5, or
pH 4.0, or in 40 mL deionized water at pH 7.4 or pH 5.5. Films loaded with MB were
immersed in release medium, and the medium was stirred with a 10 mm magnetic stirring
bar at 60 rpm. The release medium was replaced every 2 h to ensure efficiency o f MB
release.

Film characterization. Polypeptide multilayer film absorbance spectra were
recorded with a Shimadzu U V -1650 PC UV-Vis (UVS) spectrophotometer (Japan) in the
range 190-800 nm. MB in films has an absorbance peak in the range 560-610 nm; a
shoulder is evident around 665 nm. MB absorbance spectra in release media were
recorded in range 500-800 nm. The path length was 1 cm. The concentration o f MB in
solution ranged between 10'6 and 10‘5 M and was quantified by the Beer-Lambert law
with an extinction coefficient o f 7850 M'1 m m 1 at 665 nm [55]. AFM was used to
characterize film surface morphology and roughness at the nanometer scale. Surface
scanning was done in tapping mode with a Q-scope TM 250 scanning probe microscope
(Quesant Instrument Corp., USA).
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6.3 Results

Influence of pH on film assembly. PLL/PLGA films were assembled at pH 4.0,
pH 5.5 or pH 7.4. Optical thickness o f the films followed the trend: pH 7.4 > pH 5.5 > pH

4.0 (Figure 6-3). PLL and PLGA have the same linear charge density as PLL-S and
PLGA-S under given conditions. PLGA titrates at acidic pH: the pATa o f the Glu side
chain is c. 4.3, while that o f the Lys side chain is c. 10.5 [1], At pH 4.0, PLGA (or
PLGA-S) is partially charged and PLL (or PLL-S) is fully charged. At pH 7.4, both
PLL-S and PLGA-S are approximately fully charged. The charge density o f PLGA-S
increases by over 100 % as the pH increases from 4 to 7.4, whereas the net charge o f
PLL-S is approximately constant in the same range (Figure 6-1).

Kinetics o f MB loading. PLL/PLGA assembled at pH 4.0 was used to assess the
kinetics o f MB loading. The absorbance peak at 572 nm o f MB in the film increased with
loading time. After c. 15 min, MB loading reached saturation (Figure 6-2). The saturation
time for MB loading w ill scale with PEM thickness [55]. The defined MB loading time,
15 min, was apparently sufficient for (PLL/PLGA)5.5 films to reach capacity for loading
MB.

Influence of pH on MB loading. pH had a marked influence on MB loading
efficiency. An MB absorbance peak was detected in the pH 4.0 PLL/PLGA film but not
in the pH 7.4 film or the pH 5.5 film (inset o f Figure 6-3). When compared with Figure
6-2, film thickness was least when the polypeptide charge density during assembly was
highest (Figure 6-3).PLGA was partially charged at pH 4.0 but nearly fully charged at pH

5.5 and pH 7.4 (Figure 6-1). Free carboxylic acid groups will bind positively charged MB
molecules [55]. There are almost no carboxylic acid groups in pH 5.5 and pH 7.4 films,
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except ones due to thermal fluctuations, and therefore practically no MB binding sites.
There are numerous carboxylic acid groups in the pH 4.0 films.
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Figure 6-2. Loading with MB at pH 7.4 o f PLL/PLGA assembled at pH 4.0. Inset, UVS
spectra o f PLL/PLGA during loading process. The peak at 572 nm is attributable to MB.
The film is loaded to 90 % o f capacity within 15 min. MB loading is saturated by 30 min.
The time constant for MB loading at ambient temperature, 5.3 ± 1 .0 min, was determined
by fitting experimental data with a first order exponential decay model.
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Figure 6-3. Absorbance spectra o f PLL/PLGA before loading with MB. PLL/PLGA
assembled at pH 4.0, pH 5.5, and pH 7.4, respectively. Absorbance at 190 nm follows the
trend: pH 4.0 > pH 5.5 > pH 7.4. Inset, absorbance spectra o f the films after MB loading.
A typical MB absorbance peak is visible at about 570 nm in the pH 4.0 film. B y contrast,
the films assembled at pH 5.5 and pH 7.4 show no MB peak.

Influence of film composition on MB loading. Figure 6-4 shows absorbance
spectra o f the assembly and loading behavior o f 10.5-bilayer films fabricated from PLL,
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PLL-S, PLGA, PLGA-S, PI, N l, P3, and N3. MB absorbance peak magnitudes are
tabulated in Table 6-1. MB absorbance at 572 nm varied as PLL/PLGA > P3/PLGA-S >
PLL-S/PLGA-S > P3/N3 > P l/N l. The peak at 190 nm, due to peptide bond absorbance,
followed the trend: P3/PLGA > PLL/PLGA > P l/N l > P3/N3 > PLL-S/PLGA-S.
Loading efficiency, calculated as the ratio o f absorbance value at 572 nm to that at 190
nm, varied as: PLL/PLGA > PLL-S/PLGA-S > P3/PLGA-S > P3/N3 > P l / N l .
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Figure 6-4. Absorbance spectra o f 10.5-bilayer films o f PLL/PLGA, PLL-S/PLGA-S,
P l/N l, P3/N3 and P3/PLGA after loading o f MB. See Table 1 for pH o f assembly. The
absorbance peak at 572 nm indicates the amount o f MB loaded, while absorbance at 190
nm indicates the amount o f polypeptide deposited. Table 6-1 presents details o f the
spectra.

Table 6-1 Assem bly and loading comparison o f polypeptide multilayer films.
PLL/PLGA

PLL-S/PLGA-S

P l/N l

P3/N3

P3/PLGA-S

Assembly pH

4.0

4.0

5.5

5.0

5.0

Peptide
bond
absorbance

2.38

0 .2 2

0.97

0.67

2.46

MB
peak
absorbance
(A 5 7 2 )

1.42

0 .1 2

0.05

0.07

0.64

A 572 / a

0.60

0.55

0.05

0 .1 0

0.26

( A |9

o)

190
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The PLL/PLGA film assembled at pH 4.0 was rougher than ones assembled at pH
5.5 or pH 7.4 (Figure 6-5a~5c). The average feature size o f structures on the surface o f
PLL-S/PLGA-S at pH 4.0 was about 50 nm (Figure 6-5d), while that o f PLL/PLGA was
about

150

nm

(Figure

6-5a).

The

surface

roughness

o f PLL-S/PLGA-S

was

approximately 6 nm, more than 3-fold smaller than that o f PLL/PLGA. The
polyelectrolyte chains in PLL/PLGA are relatively long; they might cluster together and
form globular structures on the film surface. The molecular weight o f the polymers in
PLL-S/PLGA-S was only 5 % o f those in PLL/PLGA. The PLL-S or PLGA-S molecules
might prefer to adopt a regular conformation in the film, consistent with a previous study
o f polypeptides having a low degree o f polymerization [29]. P l/N l also had a very
smooth surface (Figure 6-5e). The designed peptides PI and N l seemed to stick to each
other and form a uniform surface during assembly. Disulfide bonds w ill form between
polymers in this film under oxidizing conditions (for example, exposure to air), and this
could influence grain size. MB is small in comparison to PLL, PLGA, PI and N l
molecules, only 373.9 Da. Surface roughness per se is not likely to affect MB binding,
because MB molecules are small enough to pass through defects in the multilayer films,
but a large surface roughness could represent a large film surface area and therefore a
large number o f MB binding sites.
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Figure 6-5. AFM images o f 10.5-bilayer polypeptide films, (a) PLL/PLGA assembled
at pH 4.0. (b) PLL/PLGA assembled at pH 5.5. (c) PLL/PLGA assembled at pH 7.4. (d)
PLL-S/PLGA-S assembled at pH 4.0. (e) P l/N l assembled at pH 5.5. Surface roughness
(from section profiles) from (a) ~ (e) is about 20 nm, 12 nm, 8 nm, 6 nm, and 4 nm,
respectively.

Influence of capping on film and MB loading. Capping films o f (PLL/PLGA)„
(where n represents 0, 0.5, 2.5, or 4.5) were assembled at pH 7.4 on top o f
(PLL/PLGA ) 5.5 films assembled at pH 4.0. Figure 6-6a shows that an increase in number
o f capping layers in a limited range contributed to an increase in optical thickness. For
4.5 capping bilayers, the absorbance was smaller than for 2.5 capping bilayers. The
reason might be that in the elementary films, the PLGA layers are partially charged, but
after immersed in pH 7.4 solution, PLGA becomes deprotonated, leading to structural
reorganization o f molecules in the film and a change in optical properties. PLGA
molecules will repel each other more strongly at pH 7.4 than at pH 4.0 due to the increase
o f linear charge density. As a result, some peptide molecules are lost in solution, giving a
thinner film and reduced optical thickness.
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Loading time was increased to 1 h to test the loading o f MB into films with
capping layers. The absorbance peak at 572 nm in a (PLL/PLGA )5 5 film shows that MB
was present (Figure

6 - 6 b).

B y contrast, no MB absorbance peak is seen in the spectra

curves o f capped films (PLL/PLGA)5.5+PLL, (PLL/PLGA)5.5 +(PLL/PLGA)2.5 and
(PLL/PLGA ) 5 5 + (PLL/PLGA ) 4.5 (Figure 6 - 6 b). That is to say, addition o f capping layers
following the procedure outlined here reduced the ability to load MB, either by blocking
entry o f MB or by changing the properties o f the basic films in the process o f depositing
the capping layers.
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Figure 6 - 6 . Absorbance spectra o f polypeptide films with different numbers o f capping
layers, (a) Absorbance spectra before loading, (b) Absorbance spectra after 1 h o f MB
loading. (PLL/PLGA)5.5 represents a 5.5-bilayer base film assembled at pH 4.0. All
capping layers were assembled at pH 7.4. +PLL represents one PLL capping layer.
+(PLL/PLGA)2.5 and +(PLL/PLGA ) 4.5 represent 2.5 and 4.5 capping bilayers,
respectively.

MB release. PLL/PLGA films assembled at pH 4.0 were loaded with MB at pH
7.4. When a PLL/PLGA film was immersed in deionized water at pH 5.5, MB particles
gradually diffused out o f the film, leading to an increase in absorbance o f the surrounding
medium in the visible range (Figure 6-7a). The primary absorbance peak o f MB in
aqueous solution is close to 665 nm; there is a shoulder at -6 0 5 nm (Figure 6-7b)
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[55,120]. The amount o f MB in release solution was quantified. After 5 h, the amount o f
MB in the release medium had reached saturation. The time constants for MB loss in the
film and MB increase in pH 5.5 deionized water, determined by fitting experimental data
with a first-order exponential decay model, were 0.80 ± 0.10 h and 0.71 ± 0.02 h,
respectively (Figure 6-7).
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Figure 6-7. MB release in pH 5.5 deionized water from PLL/PLGA assembled at pH
4.0. (a) MB in film as a function o f time, (b) Kinetics o f release o f MB into pH 5.5
deionized water. Insets, spectra o f film and release medium after 30 min o f release,
respectively. The time constants for MB loss from film and MB increase in pH 5.5
deionized water were 0.80 ± 0.10 h and 0.71 ± 0.02 h, respectively, as determined by
fitting experimental data with a first-order exponential decay model. Agreement is good.
The difference in MB spectra may reflect differences in electronic environment between
film and aqueous solution.

Controlled MB release. The fitted time constants for MB release from
PLL/PLGA films in pH 4.0, pH 5.5 and pH 7.4 buffer, were 0.41 ± 0.11, 0.88 ± 0.06, and
1.63 ± 0.05 min, respectively (Figure 6-8a). The time constants for MB release for
PLL/PLGA films in pH 5.5 and pH 7.4 deionized water were 0.89 ± 0.12, and 8.6 ± 2.5 h,
respectively (Figure 6-8b). MB release in buffer was much faster than in deionzed water;
lower pH too w ill increase the release rate.
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Figure 6-8. Release o f MB into different media from PLL/PLGA assembled at pH 4.0.
(a) Release into pH 4.0, pH 5.5 and pH 7.4 assembly buffer (timescale o f min). The
release rate follows the trend: pH 4.0 buffer > pH 5.5 buffer > pH 7.4 buffer. The time
constants are 0.41 ± 0 .1 1 min, 0.88 ± 0.06 min, and 1.63 ± 0.05 min, respectively, (b)
Release into pH 5.5 and pH 7.4 deionized water (timescale o f h). The time constants are
0.89 ± 0.12 h and 8.63 ± 2.52 h, respectively. Insets, apparent disassembly o f film during
MB release process as assessed by absorbance at 190 nm.

Measurement o f film absorbance at 190 nm provided complementary information
on film disassembly during the MB release process. The inset o f Figure 6-8a shows that
when MB release was complete, after 3 min in pH 4.0 or pH 5.5 buffer and after 6 min in
pH 7.4 buffer, film mass was about 70 %, 60 %, and 65 % o f the value before release,
respectively, as assessed by the change in optical thickness o f the films at 190 nm. The
inset o f Figure 6-8b shows that after depletion o f MB from the films, 4 h in pH 5.5 water
and 7 h in pH 7.4 water, the films retained 70 % and 62 % o f their mass, respectively.
The immersion o f a film into release medium and the release o f MB influenced film
stability. For films assembled at pH 4.0 and MB molecules loaded at pH 7.4, when the
films were immersed in release medium at different pH values, especially 4.0 and 5.5, MB
gradually diffused into the surrounding liquid. This contributed to breakage o f electrostatic
interactions between MB and the carboxylic acid groups o f PLGA. Intermolecular
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interactions in the films reorganized throughout the film on the increase in density o f
negative charges. It would appear that some film disassembly occurs in the process.

Peptide and M B binding competition. Apparently, no MB remained in the film
following the capping process (Figure 6-9). When a film loaded with MB was immersed
into the peptide assembly solution for capping, MB quickly diffused into the surrounding
medium, similar to the release o f MB in pH 7.4 buffer (Figure 6-8a). Even when the
assembly solution for capping was changed by increasing the MB concentration from 0
mM to 20 mM and decreasing NaCl concentration from 130 mM to 10 mM, MB
molecules were still depleted from the film within 15 min during cap assembly. Figure
6-9 shows that although no MB remained in the film after capping, the absorbance at 193
nm increased from 1.58 to 1.72. This implies that PLL adsorbed onto the film surface in
capping process. PLL was absorbed first in the capping process, because PLGA is
negatively charged and will draw positively charged MB out o f film.
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Figure 6-9. PLL/PLGA spectra before and after capping. “After reloading” represents
the same film after capping and after attempted reloading with MB. The last two spectra
are virtually identical.
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Figure 6-9 also shows that the film spectra for before and after MB “reloading”
were practically identical. In the capping process, there is a competition for binding sites
between large PLL molecules and small MB molecules. Each PLL molecule has many
more binding sites than a single MB molecule, so PLL will bind greater affinity than MB.
In the capping process, PLL will replace MB and occupy many o f its binding sites. As a
result, MB molecules are released into solution. Once a PLL molecule has absorbed onto
the film surface, it will be difficult to release it. In the subsequent MB reloading process,
MB didn’t bind because there were essentially no free carboxylate groups.

6.4 Discussion
Rubner and colleagues have done extensive research on the LBL assembly o f
conventional weak electrolytes, e.g., PAA and PAH [37,55,116,121], The linear charge
density o f a weak polyelectrolyte w ill be sensitive to the pH o f the environment. The pATa
o f ionizable groups too will change with the local electronic environment, for example,
aqueous solution versus film [103]. Polypeptides are weak polyelectrolytes [3]. Some
designs o f polypeptide are suitable for LBL [29]. One can control multilayer film
thickness, surface morphology, secondary structure, covalent bond density (e.g., disulfide
bonds), etc, by control over peptide design [4-6,30]. Polypeptide multilayer films have
not only the properties o f other weak electrolyte but also unique properties [3]. The
design o f polypeptides for LBL enables control over the physical and chemical properties
o f multilayer nanofilms. One application o f such films is drug release in a biomedical
context. The present work examined the loading and release o f a model drug, MB, from
polypeptide multilayer films.
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Influence of polypeptide structure on film assembly. Film assembly can be
controlled by design o f polypeptides [27,62], Polymer linear charge density can be
controlled by design o f peptide structure, which will influence not only the driving force
for multilayer film assembly but also the number o f model drug binding sites. The mass
o f peptide deposited on the film was P3/PLGA > PLL/PLGA > P l/N l > P3/N3 >
PLL-S/PLGA-S, according to absorbance at 190 nm (Figure 6-4). The linear charge
density o f PI, N l, P3 or N3 was less than one half that o f PLL-S or PLGA-S (Figure 6-1).
The electrostatic force repelled molecules o f the same sign o f charge, limiting the amount
o f polymer deposited per layer. P l/N l

and P3/N3

deposited more mass than

PLL-S/PLGA-S. At the same time, 10-fold more material was deposited for PLL/PLGA
than PLL-S/PLGA-S. The PLL and PLGA molecules were more than 20 times more
massive than the PLL-S and PLGA-S molecules. Not only linear surface charge density
but also chain length will affect polypeptide assembly behavior in an LBL context [3,4],
The longer a polypeptide molecule, the easier for it to attract oppositely charged
polypeptides, form a complex with oppositely charged peptides on the film instead o f
returning to the solution, form a structure o f irregular conformation, and increase surface
roughness, especially when the linear charge density is high. Similar reasoning helps to
explain why P l/N l assembled 45 % more mass than P3/N3. P3/N3 with 24 mer length
were shorter than 32 mer P l/N l, resulting in a poorer assembly behavior. Furthermore,
glycine residues in P l/N l increase the flexibility o f peptide chain and decrease the odds
o f adsorption form the point o f view o f entropy. P3/PLGA, which deposited the most
mass on the substrate, is an exception: P3 aggregates in solution, as close to 50 % o f the
residues are valine residues; the hydrophobic side chains o f valine residues drive the P3
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molecules together, sequestering hydrophobic groups from the polar solvent [122], as
well as keeping the hydrophilic groups o f other residues pointing outside to the
environment.

Influence of polypeptide architecture on MB loading. Positively charged MB
molecules can penetrate into a polyelectrolyte multilayer film and bind carboxyl groups
o f polypeptides by coulombic attraction. The pH value o f peptide deposition has a strong
influence on MB loading. Design o f peptide sequence and careful choice o f experimental
conditions, e.g., ionic strength, pH value, enable control over multilayer film optical
thickness and other properties [4,6,28]. Such experimental data provide clues on how to
achieve precise control over the amount o f drug loaded.
The amount o f MB loaded in a film based on absorbance at 572 nm followed the
trend: PLL/PLGA > P3/PLGA-S > PLL-S/PLGA-S > P3/N3 > P l/N l. The ratio o f
absorbance at 572 nm to at 190 nm followed the trend: PLL/PLGA > PLL-S/PLGA-S >
P3/PLGA-S > P3/N3 > P l/N l, providing a sense o f MB loading efficiency. PLL/PLGA
and PLL-S/PLGA-S showed about the same loading efficiency, 59.7 % and 54.5 %,
respectively. PLGA and PLGA-S have about the same linear charge density at pH 4.0 and,
therefore, about the same binding site percentage for MB. The binding efficiencies o f
P l/N l and P3/N3 were 5.1 % and 10.4 %, respectively-much smaller than for
PLL/PLGA or PLL-S/PLGA-S. The linear charge density o f N l and o f N3 was less than
one half that o f PLGA in the present work. Most o f the charged side chains in P l/N l or
P3/N3 (K or E) w ill have contributed to LBL assembly, leaving few free binding sites for
MB loading. The MB loading efficiency o f P3/PLGA-S was 26 %, about one half that o f
PLL-S/PLGA-S. The linear charge density o f P3 was about 1/3 that o f PLL-S (Figure
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6-1). The net film charge will be neutral after each deposition step by the condition o f
electroneutrality. In order to balance the charge o f PLGA-S deposited in a previous layer,
P3 will deposit about twice as much mass as PLL-S. As a result, the percentage o f
PLGA-S in P3/PLGA-S was about one half that in PLL-S/PLGA-S, and therefore the MB
loading efficiencies were different (26 % in P3/PLGA-S and 54 % in PLL-S/PLGA-S).

Capping layers. Chung and Rubner (2002) have studied capping layers o f
PAA/PAH assembled at pH 6.5 on a 10.5-bilayer PAA/PAH multilayer film assembled at
pH 2.5. It was found that one capping layer could permit some amount o f MB to load into
the underlying film. In present work, the capping layers (PLL/PLGA)„ were assembled at
pH 7.4 on (PLL/PLGA)5.5 films assembled at pH 4.0, where n was 0, 0.5, 2.5, or 4.5.
When PLL was the outermost layer o f basic film at pH 4.0, it was necessary to start the
capping process at pH 7.4 with a layer o f PLL [55,121], One layer only o f PLL («=0.5)
could effectively blocked the loading o f MB into the base film (Figure 6-6) in a 1 h
loading period. PAA, PAH, PLL and PLGA are different weak polyelectrolytes; the
linear charge density shows a marked dependence on pH. PLL and PLGA are
polypeptides, which can be metabolized into amino acids, the essential precursors o f
protein synthesis. PLL and PLGA can form secondary structure in a multilayer
polypeptide film [123].

Controlled release. The rate o f MB release increased with decreasing pH,
apparently due to changes in electrostatic interactions (Figure 6-8). Electrostatic
interactions between MB and the carboxylate groups o f PLGA were broken with
decreasing pH, as carboxylate groups converted to carboxylic acid groups. Free positively
charged MB molecules will repel each other and diffuse out o f a multilayer film. The
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release rate o f MB was greater in buffered solution than in water (Figure 6-8). Ions within
the buffered solution shielded charges within PLL/PLGA, weakening electrostatic
interactions between MB molecules and carboxylate groups and allowing the MB
molecules to freely diffuse from the film. It is also possible that the charge shielding
further swelled the film. Both effects w ill tend to increase the release rate o f MB. There
was little difference between our results and those o f Chuang and Rubner (2002),
suggesting that with regard to the small molecular weight o f cationic MB molecules, film
architecture has a relatively minor impact on release rate. Film architecture is likely to be
a more important factor in drug release when the size o f the encapsulant is comparable to
the size o f film pores. Nevertheless, polypeptide coatings present advantages over
conventional polyelectrolyte coating with regard to biocompatibility and environmental
benignity.
The stability o f a polypeptide multilayer film with regard to temperature, pH,
ionic strength, solvent, and so on, will influence drug release rate [3]. Drug release and
film degradation has been investigated with poly(/3-amino ester) and polysaccharides
[124] or polyamine [59]. In the present work, MB release attached PLL/PLGA fdm
structuring and degradation. The rate o f film corrosion was much faster in buffer than in
D.I. water (minute versus hour). A decrease in the pH o f the release medium resulted in
broken electrostatic interactions between MB and the carboxylate groups o f PLGA, as well
as conversion o f carboxylate groups to carboxylic acid groups, resulting in diffusion o f
MB out o f the film. The rearrangement o f charged groups inside the film w ill influence
film integrity. When the release occurs in buffer, ions and counter ions o f the buffer
solution will shield weakened electrostatic bonds between MB molecules and carboxylate
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groups or, allowing the MB molecules to diffuse freely from the film. At the same time,
the ions and counter ions will swell the film structure by making polypeptides more
coiled, and they will also replace the positions o f carboxylate group or MB frequently by
thermodynamic movements. All the above factors contributed to the degradation o f
multilayer films. Once the films had degraded, the loaded drugs could not remain on the
film. Film degradation thus influenced drug release rate.

6.5 Conclusion
Both commercial and designed polypeptides were used to fabricate multilayer
films by LBL. MB, a cationic drug indicator, was loaded into the films. The amount o f
MB loaded and the rate o f MB release were controlled by the choice o f polypeptide film
species, pH, number o f capping layer and release medium. Lower pH and the existence o f
salt ions in release medium could accelerate the release o f MB.
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CHAPTER SEVEN

REDOX-STIMULATED RELEASE OF SMALL
MOLECULES FROM POLYPEPTIDE
MULTILAYER NANOCOATINGS

7.1 Introduction
LBL has been used for a variety o f purposes in surface modification, including
optical coatings, contact lens coatings, anti-microbial coatings, and cell culture coatings.
A polypeptide multilayer coating is simply a multilayer coating made o f polypeptides
[3,123]. Key features o f such coatings are biodegradability, biocompatibility, and
environmental benignity. The physical, chemical, and biological properties o f a
polypeptide multilayer coating can be controlled by polypeptide design, coating
architecture, coating fabrication method, and post-fabrication processing. For example,
Cys residues can be introduced into a polypeptide chain by amino acid sequence design,
and following multilayer coating fabrication by LBL, intra- and inter- layer disulfide
bonds will be formed between Cys residues on exposure o f the coating to an oxidizing
agent, increasing coating stability [6,11,12,30,47],

Other physical properties o f

polypeptide multilayer coatings, e.g., thickness, refractive index, and surface morphology,
can be controlled by degree o f polymerization, salt concentration, and pH [4,5,28],
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It has been proposed that multilayer coatings could be useful for drug delivery, for
example, from implant devices such as stents [125,126]. In one approach, model drugs
are loaded into the coating after fabrication, and the compound is released by diffusion
[55,116]. In another approach, model drug microcrystals are encapsulated within a
multilayer coating for subsequent release [58,127,128]. Here, the small DTNB molecules
have been conjugated to Cys containing 32 mer polypeptides, the peptides have been
incorporated into a multilayer film by LBL, and TNB molecules have been released from
the polypeptide multilayer film by a change in redox potential. DTNB, also known as
Ellman’s reagent [63], is commonly used to quantify free sulfhydryl groups and
disulfides in peptides and proteins [64-67]. In previous work w e used Ellman’s reagent to
show that disulfide bonds are formed in multilayer films made o f Cys containing peptides
under oxidizing conditions [30]. Here, we have tested whether Cys containing 32 mer
polypeptides might be suitable for disulfide-based “loading” o f small molecules,
multilayer film assembly, and release o f small molecules in response to an environmental
stimulus.

7.2 Experiments
M aterials. Cys containing 32 mer polypeptides (KVKGKCKV)3 KVKGKCKY
(“P I”) and (EVEGECEV)3 EVEGECEY (“N l ”) were prepared by GenScript, Inc. (USA).
4-15 kDa poly(L-lysine) (“PLL”), 13 kDa poly(L-glutamic acid) (“PLGA”), and DTNB
were from Sigma (USA). DL-dithiothreitol (DTT), a reducing agent, was from Gold
Biotechnology, Inc. (USA). All the other reagents were from Sigma. PI, N l, PLL and
PLGA were dissolved in TA buffer (10 mM tris, 10 mM sodium acetate, 20 mM NaCl,
0.1 % NaN3, pH 7.4) to a final concentration o f 1 mg/mL.
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Labeling o f N l with DTNB. A DTNB molecule can react with a free thiol group
under oxidizing conditions (Figure 7 -la). Peptides PI and N l contain Cys residues. The
TNB dianion will form a disulfide bond with a Cys side chain, releasing TNB to the
surroundings. An aqueous solution o f free TNB is yellow and has an absorbance peak at
412 nm at mildly basic pH [129,130]. The extinction coefficient o f TNB ranges from
11,400 to 14,150 M"1 cm'1 [129], depending on conditions. Here, 11,400 M'1 cm'1 was
used to estimate TNB concentration.
Lyophilized N l was prepared for loading by dissolution in “reducing TA buffer”
(TA buffer, 10 mM DTT, pH 8.1) and incubation at ambient temperature for 24 h. 2 mL
N l solution was introduced into 1000 MWCO dialysis tubing (SpectroPor 7, Spectrum
Laboratories, Inc., U SA ) and dialyzed against 200 mL “DTNB solution” (TA buffer, 10
mM DTNB, pH 8.1) with continuous stirring. DTNB solution was changed after 1, 2, 4,
and 17 h. After labeling o f N l, the same dialysis bag was immersed in pH 7.4 TA buffer
to remove excess DTNB and adjust the pH from 8.1 to 7.4. TA buffer was changed after
1, 2, 4, and 17 h. The final concentration o f labeled N l (LN1) was adjusted to 1 mg/mL
with pH 7.4 TA buffer. UV absorbance spectra o f LN1 before and after treatment with
DTT, are shown in Figure 7-lb .
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Figure 7-1. Loading o f the model drug onto peptide N1 for subsequent multilayer film
assembly, (a) DTNB reacts with Cys side chains in N l. A TNB group becomes attached
to a peptide thiol group by formation o f a disulfide bond, (b) Absorbance spectrum o f
LN1 solution after extensive dialysis to remove unreacted DTNB but before (0 h) and 1.5
h after adding DTT: The peak at 412 nm in the 1.5 h spectrum is due to TNB dianions,
while that at 328 nm (0 h) is due to TNB-thiol mixed disulfide [131]. The sharp increase
in absorbance below 300 nm is due to DTT. The shoulder evident around 275 nm in later
time points (not shown) is due to oxidized DTT.

Polypeptide multilayer nanocoating assembly. Polypeptide multilayer coatings
were assembled on quartz microscope slides (Electron Microscopy Sciences, USA)
subsequent to carrying out the substrate cleaning process described in [28]. The substrate
was repetitively immersed in a positively charged polypeptide solution (PI or PLL) and
in a negatively charged polypeptide solution (N l, LN1, or PLGA) for 15 min. Each
peptide adsorption step was followed by rinsing o f the coated slide in separate deionized
water baths for 2 min, 1 min, and 1 min. Polypeptide films with 30 layers were assembled.
P l/N l, P1/LN1, PI/PLGA, PLL/N1, and PLL/PLGA coatings were prepared in the same
way. In some cases, as indicated below, two “capping” bilayers o f PI and N l, (P1/N1)2,
were assembled on top o f 30-layer P1/LN1 coatings.

TNB release from LN1 nanocoatings. pH 7.4 LN1 solution was diluted 4-fold
with deionized water and DTT was added to a final concentration o f 2 mM (Figure 7-lb).
The mixture was agitated gently throughout the release process on a rocking platform.
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Solution absorbance spectra were recorded with a Shimadzu UV mini 1240 U V-Vis
spectrophotometer (Japan). The surface area o f a polypeptide film on the quartz substrate
was about 2 cm2. To bring the absorbance peak o f TNB into the detectable range, ten
P1/LN1 polypeptide films were immersed sequentially in 3 mL release medium (pH 7.4
TA buffer diluted 4-fold with deionized water; 0, 0.1, or 1 mM DTT), and the absorbance
o f the release medium was recorded by scanning spectroscopy at different time points.
Each film was immersed for 5 min for the first absorbance measurement and 15 min for
subsequent measurements. The tube containing the film sample and release medium was
rocked throughout the release process.

7.3

Results and Discussion

Polyelectrolyte multilayer nanocoatings are promising for numerous areas o f
technology development, for instance, surface modification and device fabrication. Small
molecule model drugs, for example, methylene blue [55], rhodamine B [56], and
carboxyfluorescein [57], have been loaded into coatings after film fabrication. The
polyanions D NA and RNA have also been used to fabricate multilayer films for
subsequent release [59-61,132], Redox-sensitive multilayer films have been made from
poly(anilineboronic acid) (PABA) and RNA by the formation o f boronate ester,
boron-nitrogen dative bond, and electrostatic interactions [61]. When the covalent bonds
between PABA and RNA are broken, RNA is released.
Disulfide bonds play an important role in maintaining the structure and function
o f secreted proteins, for instance, immunoglobulin G, insulin, and lysozyme. In previous
work we have studied the role o f reversible disulfide bond formation on the stability o f
polypeptide multilayer coatings and capsules [6,11,12,30,54], Recently, Zelikin et al.
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[133] and Blacklock et al. [132] have studied disulfide bond stabilization on other kinds
o f polyelectrolyte multilayer films. Here, TNB was “loaded” onto Cys containing
polypeptides by forming disulfide bonds. Then the loaded peptides were incorporated
into multilayer coatings by LBL. Release o f the model drug was stimulated by a change
in redox potential o f the surrounding environment o f the coating.

TNB loading onto N l. DTT can maintain monothiols completely in the reduced
state and reduce disulfides quantitatively [134]. Polypeptide N l was treated with DTT to
break possible inter- and intramolecular disulfide bonds and to protect the free thiol
groups o f Cys residue side chains. The resulting N l molecules, which have several free
thiol groups, were used for TNB loading in mildly basic solution (Figure 7-la). The
absorbance peak at 328 nm in Figure 7 -lb , due to TNB and thiol mixed disulfides [131],
shows that N l molecules were successfully loaded with TNB. Tyrosine absorbance at
275 nm is more than 10-fold smaller than that o f TNB in the near U V [76,129].

Polypeptide multilayer assembly. P l/N l, P1/LN1, Pl/PLG A, PLL/N1, and
PLL/PLGA coatings with 30 layers were assembled on quartz slides by LBL. Figure 7-2
shows the build up in film thickness as a function o f the number o f absorption steps.

P1/N1
PLL/PLGA
P1/PLGA
PLL/N1
P1/LN1

Layers

Figure 7-2. Multilayer film absorbance at 190 nm versus number o f layers. Assembly
behavior falls into three categories: P l/N l; PLL/N1, P1/LN1, and Pl/PLGA; and
PLL/PLGA.
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P l/N l showed the largest amount o f material deposited for 30 adsorption steps.
The difference in optical mass between P l/N l and PLL/PLGA suggests the importance
o f linear charge density, amino acid sequence, and degree o f polymerization in multilayer
film buildup, consistent with previous reports [4,6,27,29], Strong Coulombic forces both
attract oppositely-charged species and repel like-charged ones, limiting film thickness
[27,135]. The assembly behavior o f P1/LN1 resembles that o f PLL/N1 and Pl/PLGA.
Each bound TNB increased peptide hydrophobicity and added a single negative charge
under the conditions o f the experiments. Both electrostatic forces and hydrophobic
interactions influence peptide assembly behavior and film stability [27,62], The
difference in assembly behavior between P1/LN1 and P l/N l is indirect evidence o f
labeling o f N l, consistent with the data in Figure 7-lb.
Polypeptide design plays an important role in the approach to drug loading and
release described here. DTNB molecules could be loaded onto PI and hen egg white
lysozyme (HEWL), and TNB could be released from the labeled molecules in solution on
addition o f DTT (data not shown). Neither loaded PI molecules nor loaded HEWL
molecules, however, were useful for multilayer film assembly by LBL. PI and HEWL
are positively charged at pH 7.4, while TNB groups are negatively charged. The
combination o f different signs o f charged groups in a single molecule will decrease
average linear charge density and thereby reduced suitability for electrostatic LBL.
Charge distribution in HEWL is complex, and many o f the hydrophobic groups present
form the hydrophobic core in the intact native enzyme. LN1, by contrast, proved useful
for fabricating multilayer films by electrostatic LBL. Moreover, TNB was released from
films containing LN1 by a change o f redox potential.
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Controlled TNB release. Similar to its behavior in solution (Figure 7 -lb ), TNB
attached to N l in multilayer nanocoatings was released on immersion o f the coating in an
aqueous reducing environment (Figure 7-3a). The absorbance peak at 412 nm (Figure
7-3b) shows how TNB concentration changed as a function o f coating incubation time in
0.1 mM DTT solution. Figure 7-3c compares the kinetics o f TNB release from coatings
with or without capping layers. The first-order time constant for 0.1 mM DTT was 8 min.
The higher the DTT concentration, the higher the probability o f a collision o f DTT with
TNB in the coating for a given amount o f time, and the faster the release o f TNB from
the films. TNB was not released to a detectable level under mild oxidizing conditions (0
mM DTT). The concentration o f TNB in 0.1 mM DTT solution after 60 min was 2.2 /rM,
or 1.3 fig in 3 mL release medium.
Capping bilayers (P1/N1)2 reduced the rate o f release o f TNB from P1/LN1 films.
The time constant for capped films was 19 min (Figure 7-3d), about twice as large as for
non-capped films. The capping layers contained no TNB; they could block or inhibit
inward diffusion o f DTT and outward diffusion o f TNB, and bond with TNB and DTT
(Figure 7-3b).
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Figure 7-3. Release o f TNB from multilayer nanocoatings, (a) TNB dissociates from
peptide LN1 on the inward diffusion o f DTT. (b) Absorbance spectra o f liquid medium
surrounding o f 10 P1/LN1 nanocoatings, recorded 0, 5, 30, or 60 min after immersion in
0.1 mM DTT solution. TNB absorbance increases with time, (c) Absorbance at 412 nm
o f release media for 10 P1/LN1 films v. incubation time. “Capped” films had (P1/N1)2 on
the outer surface (see panel d). TNB release kinetics depends on redox potential and the
physical behavior presented by the capping layers, (d) Schematic diagram o f
redox-stimulated release o f TNB from polypeptide multilayer nanocoatings. DTT
molecules are omitted for simplicity. AE signifies the change in reducing potential, At is
time.
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7.4 Conclusion
The small molecule DTNB has been conjugated to designed, negatively-charged,
Cys containing 32 mer polypeptides. The labeled polypeptides have been used to
assemble multilayer coatings by LBL. The change in redox potential has been used to
stimulate release o f TNB from the coatings. The approach differs substantially from
loading the drug after film fabrication and is likely to be substantially more efficient.
Redox potential change and capping are two methods to control drug release from the
polypeptide multilayer films. Redox-based model drug release has a marked dependence
on the stability o f disulfide bonds, which might be durable under a change o f pH or salt
concentration but sensitive to a substantial change o f redox potential. This demonstration
o f covalent loading o f a model drug onto polyelectrolyte molecules prior to film
fabrication represents a new strategy for drug delivery.
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CHAPTER EIGHT

CONCLUSIONS

8.1 Conclusions
Polypeptide multilayer nanofilms are important biomaterial which has promising
application in nanotechnology and biotechnology. This research on polypeptide
multilayer nanofilms not only provides crucial knowledge on polypeptide and protein, but
also explores their possible usage in surface modification, cell culture, encapsulation, and
drug delivery areas.
This dissertation work conducted fundamental research on the investigation o f
properties and stabilities o f polypeptide multilayer nanofilms, especially the Cys
containing polypeptides, and their application in drug loading and release based on two
mechanisms: electrostatic interaction combining with concentration gradient driving
diffusion and redox-stimulation.
The crucial driving forces o f LBL— intermolecular interactions, e.g., electrostatic
interaction,

hydrophobic/hydrophilic

interaction

and

hydrogen

bond,

can

be

quantitatively controlled by including different number o f various amino acid residues
into polypeptide chain. For example, electrostatic interaction can be introduced in LBL
by including lysine and glutamic acid with polar side chains into amino acid sequences.
The hydrophobic interaction can be introduced in LBL by including valine with nonpolar
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side chain into amino acid sequence. The design o f architecture o f polypeptide chains can
influence its LBL behavior by the amount o f polypeptide deposited at every deposition
step, the thickness and density o f thin layers, and the surface morphology o f polypeptide
nanofilms, etc.
The LBL behavior o f polypeptide films can also be influenced by the pH value.
The side chain o f amino acid residue has distinct pATa affected by its electronic
environment, which contributes to different charged status o f amino acid under certain
pH. As a result, the linear charge density o f polypeptide will vary together with the pH o f
its environment. This dissertation work demonstrated that when the pH changes from 7.4
to 8.9, the deprotonation o f thiol groups in Cys residues influenced the LBL behavior and
the properties o f polypeptide multilayer nanofilms. At pH 8.9, the stronger electrostatic
repulsion between N l molecules and the coexistence o f positive and negative charges in
PI molecules, which were caused by deprotonation o f Cys residues, resulted in a thicker
but loosely packed multilayer nanofilm than at pH 7.4.
The post-fabrication treatment can also change the properties o f polypeptide
multilayer nanofilms. Crosslinking is an effective method to strengthen the multilayer
film stability. It is widely used in polymer, polyelectrolyte and hydrogel films. This
dissertation work designed 32 mer polypeptides with different number o f Cys residues in
their peptide chains, and controlled the number o f covalent bonds between Cys residues
to form 2-D or 3-D disulfide crosslinking after nanofilm fabrication, in order to fortify
film stability at different extents. The disulfide crosslinkings also changed the surface
morphology o f the polypeptide nanofilms. According to the disassembly o f crosslinked
polypeptide nanofilms under strong acidic conditions, the AFM images and following
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schematic modeling analysis also gave the proof that disulfide bonds could stabilize the
multilayer films.
In recent years, concentrated research efforts have been carried out to gain further
knowledge for the application o f PEMs in drug loading and release. This dissertation
work used two drug models— cationic MB and DTNB with free thiol groups— to
investigate the loading and release behaviors o f the polypeptide multilayer nanofilms.
Positively charged MB bound onto carboxyl group o f glutamic acid side chain after the
fabrication o f polypeptide films, and the release o f MB was based on the change o f
internal electrostatic environment and the diffusion driven by MB concentration gradient.
The binding and release o f DTNB from Cys side chains were determined by the
formation and breakage o f disulfide bond, under the change o f redox potential. Different
from MB, DTNB was loaded onto polypeptide before nanofilm LBL fabrication, which
explored a new drug delivery method— the coating material o f capsules could be
modified to have therapeutic effects. Furthermore, the redox-stimulated drug loading and
release also simulate the real drug delivery mechanism in organisms. B y design o f
peptide sequence and architecture o f polypeptide multilayer nanofilms, different drug
loading and release mechanisms can be included, for example, electrostatic force,
covalent bonding, redox potential change, etc., which provide insight to the promising
targeted drug delivery.

8.2 Future Work
The understanding o f protein is still very limited within our knowledge nowadays.
So many research works can be done in this field, such as, the physics basis investigation
o f polypeptide multilayer film assembly, the control over the secondary and/or higher
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protein structures, the modification o f protein biofunctions, the human implant design
based on proteins, etc. Proteins not only compose organism, but also executes functions
o f lives. Investigation on protein is an important clue to seek mystery o f life.
Polypeptide multilayer nanofilms can be used to encapsulate active drugs inside
to perform targeted delivery. According to customized design, biofunctional or bioactive
groups can be included in polypeptide molecules and then to modify the characteristics o f
capsule coating in order to make the drug more therapeutically effective. The
biocompatibility and biodegradability o f polypeptide is another advantage over other
materials for its usage in medicine field.
This dissertation work tested the redox-stimulated model drug loading and release
onto polypeptide molecules before the nanofilm or capsule fabricated. If real drugs can be
modified to have free thiol groups, they can bind to polypeptide molecules covalently by
disulfide bond formation. Therapeutic coating can be made from these labeled
polypeptides. The bound drug may release into in vivo circumstance through the breakage
o f disulfide bonds.
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